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Artists’ Books Exhibition, UWE, Bristol, UK
Please note - due to library building works, all exhibitions
will be on display in room OC4 at Bower Ashton until
October 2014.
Fluxjob
Purging the World of Bourgeoisie Sickness Since 1963
An MCBA touring exhibition
Friday 1st August – Tuesday 30th September 2014

Sensitized Youth, Christopher Saclolo, Chicago, IL, USA

In the 1960s, George Maciunas urged a small group
of artists to purge the world of bourgeois sickness and
dead art. The result was Fluxus, a non-movement that
expanded the definitions of what art can be. Fluxjob is an
exploration of contemporary artists who continue to create
interdisciplinary anti-art that is ephemeral, inexpensive, and
interactive. The exhibition debuted in the United States at
Minnesota Center for Book Arts (MCBA) in early 2014
and was co-curated by MCBA Executive Director
Jeff Rathermel and noted Fluxus artist, publisher and
performer Keith Buchholz.

Orange Event 16 (for Ake Hodell), Bengt af Klintberg, Stockholm,
Sweden

A wide variety of works from the original exhibition will be
presented at UWE.
Viewer participation and play are essential to Fluxus art.
Through this interaction, art enters the realm of everyday
life. Art is life and life is art. This blurring is important
and serves to de-institutionalise creative expression.
Other characteristics include the use of humour, found
objects, simplicity in messaging, and the incorporation of
randomness and chance encounters. Finally, and perhaps
most important, Fluxus is interdisciplinary. Work ranges
from zines, rubberstamps and mail art to unique sculptures,
editioned boxed sets, visual poetry, and performance scores.
Still confused?
Visit the exhibition and have fun.
Look around and explore.
And don’t over analyse things.

Thank Your Lucky Stars, Cathryn Miller, Grasswood, SK, Canada

Fluxus is what you see in the gallery and what surrounds
you every day.
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50 Years / 50 Objects
Open Book Cowles Literary Commons Minnesota Center
for Book Arts, Minneapolis, USA
Until 10th August 2014
Performer and visual artist Tom Cassidy exhibits 50
objects plucked from his vast collection of books, oddities,
ephemera and what-nots. See history through the eyes of
someone dedicated to the elimination of fine art through
occasional action.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts is open to the public seven
days a week: Mon, Weds-Sat: 10am-5pm; Tues: 10am-9pm;
Sun: 12-4pm. Minnesota Center for Book Arts is located in
the Open Book Building in downtown Minneapolis; 1011
Washington Ave S, First Floor, Minneapolis, MN 55415,
USA.www.mnbookarts.org
Claude Rutault. Imprimés 1973 – 2013 Centre des livres
d’artistes, Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
Until 11th October 2014
This exhibition focuses on a constitutive and significant
part of the work of the artist: the writings. Since the early
1970s, Claude Rutault has used all forms of printed material
(posters, catalogues, books, stapled pamphlets, invitation
cards) to disseminate all kinds of texts. The concept of 
editing and publishing is at the heart of his practice.
1 place Attane, F–87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France.
Open Tuesday - Saturday: 11.00 - 13.00 and 14.00 - 18.00.
Free entry. www.cdla.info | www.lecdla.wordpress.com
Of Green Leaf, Bird, and Flower: Artists’ Books and the
Natural World
Yale Center for British Art, New Haven, USA
Until 10th August 2014
This exhibition examines the intersections of artistic and
scientific interest in the natural world from the sixteenth
century to the present. Depictions of Britain’s countryside
and its native plant and animal life will be explored through
more than three hundred objects drawn primarily from the
Center’s collections, ranging from centuries-old manuscripts
to contemporary artists’ books.
“Of Green Leaf, Bird, and Flower” highlights the scientific
pursuits in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries that
resulted in the collecting and cataloguing of the natural
world. Also investigated will be the aesthetically oriented
activities of self-taught naturalists during the Victorian
era, particularly those of women who collected and drew
specimens of butterflies, ferns, grasses, feathers, seaweed,
and shells, and assembled them into albums
and commonplace books.
On view will be examples of twentieth- and twenty-firstcentury artists’ books, including those of Eileen Hogan,
Mandy Bonnell, Tracey Bush, John Dilnot, Sarah Morpeth,
and Helen Douglas, that broaden the vision of the natural
world to incorporate its interaction with consumer
culture and with modern technologies. Works by these
contemporary artists reveal a shared inspiration to
record, interpret, and celebrate nature as in the work of
their predecessors.
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James Bolton, One of twenty drawings from the natural history
cabinet of Anna Blackburne, ca. 1768, watercolor and gouache
over graphite on parchment. Yale Center for British Art,
Paul Mellon Fund, in honour of Jane and Richard C. Levin,
President of Yale University (1993-2013)

The exhibition features traditional bound books, drawings,
and prints, as well as a range of more experimental media
incorporating cut paper, wood, stone, natural specimens,
sound, video, and interactive multimedia. A number of key
historic works will be on loan from the Beinecke Rare Book
and Manuscript Library. Examples of early microscopes
used by natural historians will also be displayed, on loan
from the Lentz Collection at the Yale Peabody Museum of
Natural History.
“Of Green Leaf, Bird, and Flower”: Artists’ Books and
the Natural World is being organised by the Center and
curated by Elisabeth Fairman, Senior Curator of Rare Books
and Manuscripts. The accompanying book, published in
association with Yale University Press, is being designed to
evoke an early naturalist’s field guide.
Yale Center for British Art, 1080 Chapel Street, New Haven,
CT 06520, USA. Admission is free
http://britishart.yale.edu/visiting
This Time in History: What Escapes, by Rose Frain
National Art Library Landing, V&A Museum, London,
Until 30th November 2014
As a contribution to the V&A’s centenary reflections on the
outbreak of war, the distinguished artist Rose Frain creates
an installation for the National Art Library. A selection of
objects from the V&A’s collections is juxtaposed with her
new original pieces, including an artist’s book created for
the occasion.
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The memory of 1914 and WW1 focuses other memories
and experiences of conflict, from ancient Mesopotamia
to contemporary Afghanistan. 2014 also being the 450th
anniversary of William Shakespeare’s birth, his voice is cited,
speaking directly to the present moment.
Displays complement our permanent collections. There are
many free temporary displays around the V&A. They range
in size from a single case to a room.
Opening times: 10.00 to 17.45 daily, 10.00 to 22.00 Fridays
The Victoria and Albert Museum
Cromwell Road, London SW7 2RL, UK.
www.vam.ac.uk
Al-Mutanabbi Street: Start the Conversation
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County,
Rochester, New York, USA
Until September 2014
Over 260 artists’ books from ‘An Inventory of al-Mutanabbi
Street’ and broadsides from the al-Mutanabbi Street project
are on display, alongside a wide programme of events.

of events. An on-going blog about the exhibition has a
huge list of events coordinated around the exhibition until
September: http://bit.ly/1g5nr61
Amador Perez – Uma Antologia
MARTHA PAGY Escritório de Arte
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Until 15th August 2014
With the presentation of Uma Antologia, Amador Perez
offers an anthology of works produced over the last
decade, proposing a reflection on the materiality and the
uniqueness of the work of art and its reproduction, and the
immateriality and plurality of the image. Using manual and
digital techniques in a fusion of languages, Perez creates an
interactive interplay between images of original works that
have captured the imagination of the spectator.

Hers: a primer of sorts, Tia Blassingame, USA, 2013

On March 5th 2007, a car bomb was exploded on
al-Mutanabbi Street in Baghdad. Al-Mutanabbi Street is in
a mixed Shia-Sunni area. More than 30 people were killed
and more than 100 were wounded. Al-Mutanabbi Street,
the historic centre of Baghdad bookselling, holds bookstores
and outdoor bookstalls, cafes, stationery shops, and even
tea and tobacco shops. It has been the heart and soul of
the Baghdad literary and intellectual community. In July
2010, Beau Beausoleil and Sarah Bodman put out a call
for book artists to join ‘An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi
Street’, a project to “re-assemble” some of the “inventory”
of the reading material that was lost in the car bombing of
al-Mutanabbi Street on 5th March 2007. The call to artists
asked them to join our project and further enhance the
previous work of the Coalition by honouring al-Mutanabbi
Street, through creating work that holds both “memory and
future,” exactly what was lost that day.
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County, 115
South Avenue, Rochester NY 14604, USA.
Many thanks for Anita Wahl and the team at the Central
Library for all their work on the exhibition and programme
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“Nijinski: images”, Amador Perez. A recreation of the original
series of graphite drawings by Perez (1982), 14 hand-printed
plates with additional cuts, folds, collage and drawing.

Amador Perez launched two new artists’ books at
the exhibition: “Vaslav Nijinski: I AM” and “Nijinski:
images”, compiled from images of the famous dancer and
revolutionary choreographer’s “Bales Russians Diaguilev”.
These previously unpublished works of art have been hand
bound by Cristina Viana, in a limited edition of only five
copies each published by Hólos Art, Christina Penna and
Beatriz Scarabotollo.
“Vaslav Nijinski: I AM” is a recreation of graphic works by
Amador Perez made at the School of Fine Arts of the UFRJ
(1976), with 22 screenprinted images, utilising pastels in a
dry stencil technique. http://www.amadorperez.com
Visits by appointment:
marthapagy.escritoriodearte@gmail.com
MARTHA PAGY Escritório de Arte
Av. Rui Barbosa, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Comics Unmasked - Art and Anarchy in the UK
The British Library, London, UK
Until 19th August 2014
Featuring such iconic names as Neil Gaiman (Sandman),
Alan Moore (Watchmen, V for Vendetta), Grant Morrison
(Batman: Arkham Asylum) and Posy Simmonds (Tamara
Drewe), this exhibition traces the British comics tradition
back through classic 1970s titles including 2000AD, Action
and Misty to 19th-century illustrated reports of Jack the
Ripper and beyond.

archives, covering subject matter from arts-community
history to political commentary.

Comics Unmasked is the UK’s largest ever exhibition
of mainstream and underground comics, showcasing
works that uncompromisingly address politics, gender,
violence, sexuality and altered states. It explores the full
anarchic range of the medium with works that challenge
categorisation, preconceptions and the status quo, alongside
original scripts, preparatory sketches and final artwork that
demystify the creative process. Enter the subversive and
revelatory world of comics, from the earliest pioneers to
today’s digital innovators.

The Center is pleased to present this engaging exhibition
which builds upon The Center’s recent exhibitions of
similar vein, such as No More Drama: The Saga Continues,
organised by Edwin Ramoran; From Bande Dessinée to
Artist’s Book: Testing the Limits of Franco-Belgian Comics,
organised by Catherine Labio; and Garo Manga: The First
Decade, 1964-1973, organised by Ryan Holmberg. These
exhibitions investigate the graphic novel, comics, and other
related media as artistic vehicles for self-expression, social
activism, and political criticism.

Exhibition opening hours Mon - Fri: 10.00 - 18.00 (Tue:
open until 20.00) Sat: 10.00 - 17.00, Sun: 11.00 - 17.00
The British Library, 96 Euston Road, London, NW1 2DB.
Box Office: +44 (0)1937 546546. Book tickets online at:
http://www.bl.uk/whatson/exhibitions/comics-unmasked/
tickets/index.html

Admission to the Center’s galleries is free.
28 West 27th St, 3rd Floor, New York, NY 10001, USA.
Gallery Hours: Mon-Fri 11am - 6pm, Sat 10am - 5pm.
www.centerforbookarts.org/about/location.asp

Current exhibitions at the Center for Book Arts, New
York, USA
Livre d’Artiste d’Aujourd’hui: Interdisciplinary
Collaborations
Until 27th September 2014
Organised by Alexander Campos, Executive Director and
Curator, and Maddy Rosenberg, Curator, Central Booking.
What is a livre d’artiste? One could argue, not in absolute,
that the livre d’artiste was “traditionally” put together by
the publisher asking an artist and writer (who often didn’t
even know each other) to create work for a publication.
The collaboration was usually an arranged one and the
production value was usually of high quality produced in a
limited run. For this exhibition, however, the curators are
interested to see how artists, writers, performers, etc, have
found ways to self-produce publications that embody the
collaborative spirit embedded in the concept of the livre
d’artiste. The exhibition will present the work of a true
collaboration, not one artist responding to a finished
work, but instead one in which both contributors have
equal weight.
Zines+ the World of ABC No Rio
Organised by Jason Lujan, Curator
Until 27th September 2014
Zines+ and The World of ABC No Rio, is an exhibition that
goes beyond the mere form of the zine, which is usually a
cheaply-made and priced publication, often in black and
white, mass-produced via a photocopier, and bound with
staples. The exhibit presents and explains a range of these
self-same printed materials, mixing both artists’ original
creations with items from the ABC No Rio zine library
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The zines will be shown in the context of art in book form.
The overall aesthetic reflects a Do-It-Yourself approach,
firmly rooted in a downtown New York scene that celebrates
volunteerism, art, and activism. The zine form lends itself
as a tool for community activism and empower-ment. And,
through this exhibition that community’s voice, the lower
eastside downtown scene, is clearly articulated.

Designer Bookbinders - Inside Out
Contemporary Bindings of Private Press Books
St Bride Library, London, UK
Until 22nd August 2014
Inside Out celebrates the art and craft of contemporary
bookbinding and printing. It is an exhibition of sixty-five
contemporary bookbindings from thirty-four UK-based
and twenty-five North American binders.
Four British and five North American private presses have
supplied a total of twenty-eight different texts. Selected
sheets from these texts will be on display so the viewer
can sample and enjoy the words and illustrations hidden
between the covers. Imagination and beauty abounds,
confirming that the art of bookbinding and hand press
printing is thriving on both sides of the Atlantic.
Many of the bindings are for sale and there is an excellent,
well-illustrated catalogue covering both them and the
presses involved.
St Bride Library, Bride Lane, Fleet Street, London EC4Y
8EE, UK. http://stbride.org
http://www.designerbookbinders.org.uk
Künstlerbücher - Artists’ Books
Benediktinerstift Admont Bibliothek & Museum, Austria
Until 2nd November 2014
Eight internationally-focused collections from Germany and
Austria present in this shared exhibit, a selection of artists’
books in their collections from 1960 to the present.
From the collections of:
• Bavarian State Library, Munich
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• Museum of Applied Arts, Frankfurt am Main
• MUMOK Museum of Modern Art Ludwig Foundation
Vienna, Vienna
• MAK Austrian Museum of Applied Arts / Contemporary
Art, Vienna
• Collection Wulf D. von Lucius and Akka, Stuttgart
• Collection Hubert Kretschmer, archives Artist
Publications, Munich
• University Library of the University of Applied Arts,
Vienna
• Centre for Artists’ Publications, Weser Castle | Museum of
Modern Art, Bremen
Artists: Judith Albert • Carl Andre • Horst Antes • Ay-O
• Jeffrey Balance • Oladélé Ajiboyé Bamgboyé • Fioana
Banner • Judith Barry • Robert Barry • Anselm Baumann •
Joseph Beuys • stanley brouwn • Wolfgang Buchta • Angela
Bulloch • Chris Burden • John Cage • Philip Corner • Meg
Cranston • John Crombie • Hanne Darboven • Tacito Dean
• Jim Dine • Jimmie Durham • Gerhild Ebel • Tracey Emin
• Oyivind Fahlström • Robert Filliou • Monique Frydman
• Heinz Gappmayr • Liam Gillick • John Giorno • Eugen
Gomringer • Douglas Gordon • Kristjan Gudmundsson •
Al Hansen • Dick Higgins • Susan Hiller • Jenny Holzer •
Douglas Huebler • Jasper Johns • Gunnar A. Kaldewey •
Thomas Kapielski • Allan Kaprow • Mike Kelley • Martin
Kippenberger • Alison Knowles • Joseph Kosuth • Corinna
Krebber • Burgi Kühnemann •Cornelia Lauf • Betty Leirner
• Sherrie Levine • Sol LeWitt • Paul McCarthy • George
Maciunas • Tracy Mackenna • Heinz Mack • Jackson Mac
Low • Peter Malutzki • Christoph Mauler • Klaus Merkel

• Annette Messager • Michail Molochnikov (image above,
untitled) • Didier Mutel • Yoko Ono • Roman Opalka
• Kveta Pacovska • Nam June Paik • Simon Patterson •
A.R. Penck • Guiseppe Penone • Raymond Pettibon •
Elena Peytchinska • Clive Phillpot • Lari Pittmann • Serge
Poliakoff • Tobias Rehberger • Diter Rot • Dieter Roth •
Jerome Rothenberg • Nancy Rubins • Ed Ruscha • Juliao
Sarmento • Veronika Schäpers • Barbara Schmidt-Heins
• Carolee Schneemann • Jimmy Shaw • Emil Siemeister •
Dayanita Singh • Daniel Spoerri • Hiroshi Sugimoto • Yun
Suzuki • Miroslava Symon • Mario Terzic • Dylan Thomas
• Walasse Ting • Rirkrit Tiravanija • Rosemarie Trockel •
Richard Tuttle • Günther Uecker • Wolf Vostell • Herman
de Vries • Andy Warhol • Robert Watts • Lawrence Weiner
• Carola Willbrand • La Monte Young • Huang Yongping •
Shen Yuan • Ottfried Zielke •
Curated by Michael Braunsteiner & Barbara Eisner-B.
Benediktinerstift Admont Bibliothek & Museum
Admont 1, A-8911, Austria. Open daily from 10am – 5pm.
http://www.stiftadmont.at/deutsch/museum/museum/
kuenstler.php

15th PCBA Members Show: BookWorks 2014
Skylight Gallery, San Francisco Public Library, USA
Until 6th September 2014
In celebration of the extraordinary books designed, printed
and assembled by book artists across the country, the Pacific
Center for the Book Arts (PCBA) and the San Francisco
Public Library are pleased to announce the 15th PCBA
Members Show: BookWorks 2014.
This exhibition includes works by bookbinders,
calligraphers, collagists, conservators, illustrators, inkers,
letterers, librarians, papermakers, photographers, printers,
sign painters, stone carvers, type designers, typographers,
wine makers, writers, and zinesters, in the form of
broadsides, ephemera, collage and of course, books.
Highlights of this exhibition include: Oxen. Plough. Bicycle.
Photographs & Fragments from a Tuscan diary, 1956-1958,
a portfolio of nine gelatin silver prints with broadside,
letterpress with handset type, by Jack Werner Stauffacher,
recipient of the American Institute for Graphic Arts’
AIGA Metal, the highest honour of the design profession;
Navigate, Webster’s New World Dictionary and transparent
tape, by Judith Selby Lang, co-owner of Electric Works
Fine Art Press and Bookstore; and Quickstead, a letterpress
book with hand-set type, by Emily McVarish (see image
below), Director of California College of Art’s Design
graduate programme and Associate Professor of Graphic
Design and Writing.

Featured in this exhibition are works by PBCA members
from across the country including: Carolyn Brown (Carol
Brown Studio); Kathleen Burch; Katherine Case (Meridian
Press); Rebecca Chamlee (Pie in the Sky Press); Neeli
Cherkovski; Jonathan Clark (Artichoke Press); Norman
Clayton (Classic Letterpress); Linda Dare, Jennifer Graves,
Janet Kupchick, Leslie Ross Robertson and Jamie Russom
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(Otis Laboratory Press); Betsy Davids & James Petrillo
(Rebis Press); Cathy DeForest, Susan Rouzie and Derek Pyle
(Jubilation Press); Jonathan Gerken; David Lance Goines
(St. Hieronymus Press); Georgianna Greenwood; Marianne
Hinckle (Año Nuevo Island Press); Charles Hobson (Pacific
Editions); Tom Ingalls (Missing Links Press), C.K.Itamura
(Peach Farm Studio); Richard Lang (Electric Works);
John McBride (Invisible City Editions); Ruth McGurk
(Peripatetic Press); Emily McVarish; Howard Munson;
Sunny Nguyen; Giulia Niccolai; Lisa Rappaport (Littoral
Press); Felicia Rice (Moving Parts Press); Saul Rosenfield
(dubo press); Luz Marina Ruiz (Lapis Lazuli Editions); Joan
Schulze; Judith Selby Lang; Judith Serebrin (Serebrin Books
& Prints); Richard Siebert (Richard Siebert Letterpress);
Jack Stauffacher and Dennis Letbetter (Greenwood Press);
Alexandra Szerlip; Wesley Tanner (Arif Press); Peter &
Donna Thomas; Andie Thrams; Patricia Wakida (Wasabi
Press); Dorothy A. Yule (Left Coast Press); Paul Vangelisti
(Otis College of Art); and many others.
The Pacific Center for the Book Arts was formed in 1978
by a group of San Francisco Bay Area book artists, workers,
and teachers to help support the new directions of their
various disciplines, and to provide a vehicle and a focus for
education, experimentation and communication in and
among their fields. Information about PCBA can be found
at www.pacificcenterforthebookarts.org
The Members Show – open to all members – has been
the anchor of the PCBA since the early eighties. The San
Francisco Public Library has been the customary host.
This public exhibition is sponsored by the Book Arts &
Special Collections Center of the San Francisco Public
Library. The exhibition is open to the public.
All events at the San Francisco Public Library are free.
Please join us at the San Francisco Public Library, Sixth
Floor Skylight Gallery for free gallery talks:
Saturday, August 9, 2pm - The Codex in the 21st Century
Rebecca Chamlee’s tour-de-force of Paul Vangelisti’s work
AZUSA. The PCBA exhibition shows that the codex is
getting the treatment from the foremost book artists of
the West Coast, proving once again why this was the
book structure that changed the nature of reading and
thinking. Speakers (so far signed up) are Linda Dare from
Otis College Book Lab, Virginia Phelps, the maker of the
encyclopedic AlphaBindary.
Saturday, August 23, 2pm - The [Found] Art[ist] Book
Katherine Venturelli’s Universe at Play. Looking at artwork
in the PCBA Show that is found, collaged, painted over,
manipulated, spindled, and then codex-ified. We’ll
hear from Sas Colby, Betsy Davids & Jim Petrillo (short
performance), Richard Lang (short reading), Judith Selby
Lang, Emily Marks, Jaime Robles, Katherine Venturelli,
and others!
The exhibition ends on September 6 with a gathering to
view all 120 works. It is free to the public.
Skylight Gallery, 6th Floor, San Francisco Public Library,
Main Library, Civic Center, San Francisco, California, USA.
www.sfpl.org
www.pacificcenterforthebookarts.org
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Pirrip Press
Grain Barge, Bristol, UK
Until 31st August 2014
Pirrip Press is a small design and print studio, run by
Alex and Georgie, specialising in screenprinting. They
produce limited edition prints, paper products, apparel and
accessories, as well as working on bespoke stationery and
self-publishing their own illustrated books.
They like to tell stories, and know that things have more
authenticity if there’s research, thought and a narrative of
some kind behind them. So there’s always a tale woven into
what they do.
Mardyke Wharf, Hotwell Rd, Hotwells, Bristol, BS8 4RU,
UK. http://www.grainbarge.co.uk
www.pirrippress.co.uk
La couleur du vent - An international exhibition of 51
design bindings at Windgate Gallery, Boston, USA
Until 14th September 2014
ARA Canada in partnership with the École Estienne,
organised an international exhibition of bookbinding that
originated in Paris and traveled to Quebec City, Montreal
and Trois-Rivières before coming to North Bennet Street
School. This exhibition includes the work of fifty one
binders. The invitation to participate was extended to
former students of the Ecole Estienne in Paris and member
bookbinders of ARA Canada.
The book selected for
this project is titled
La couleur du vent
(The colour of the
wind), a collection
of poems by Gilles
Vigneault, illustrated
and designed by
Nastassja Imiolek
under the artistic
direction of Cécile
Côté. Visit the
project website to
view the bindings
and learn about the
artists.
The exhibition is made possible through Les Amis de la
Reliure d’Art du Canada (Friends of the Art of Bookbinding
of Canada) and Ecole Estienne, France.
Windgate Gallery, North Bennet Street School
150 North Street, Boston, USA. Exhibit hours: Monday
- Friday, 9am - 5pm. http://www.nbss.edu/about/news/
LaCouleur/index.aspx
Brian Dettmer - A Decade of Book Sculpture
Fondazione Culturale Hermann Geiger, Italy
Until 14th September 2014
A Decade of Book Sculpture, curated by the Art Director of
the Foundation, Alessandro Schiavetti, will display the best
of Dettmer’s production from 2003 to 2013. Visitors will be
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guided through a path that will show the evolution of the
artist’s poetics and his ideological development, which he
conveys through actual surgical carvings that weave new
connections from inside the book.
Fondazione Culturale Hermann Geiger, Piazza Guerrazzi
32, Cecina, LI - Italy. http://fondazionegeiger.org/en/
info@fondazionegeiger.org

participating host venues around the world, for visitors to
take. Each bookmark has the website address which brings
visitors here to the gallery of artworks online, in the hope
that people will find out more about the artists’ involved
in the project.

Another Room Book Arts presents Rhiannon Alpers at
Mrs. Dalloway’s Bookstore, Berkeley, USA
Until 15th August 2014
Mini Gallery in the Book Arts section: three books from the
specimen series and a wood-cover journal with handmade
lace paper. Work is for sale and will remain in the case for
the duration of the show. It can be viewed by appointment
or with assistance by a store employee.

Mrs. Dalloway’s Bookstore, 2904 College Avenue, Berkeley,
CA 94705, USA. Tel: 510.704.8222
Hours Monday - Saturday 10-9 Sunday 11-6
Another Room Book Arts: anotherroombooks.com
Artist’s Book Exhibition Mokuhan-Ehon
The International Mokuhanga Conference 2014
Tokyo, Japan
10th - 28th September 2014
Helen Knowles artist’s book ‘Ecstatic Birth Pamphlet’ is
part of the exhibition in association with The International
Mokuhanga Conference 2014 at Tokyo University of the
Arts and Arts Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan.
www.mokuhanga.jp/2014/program_schedule/index.html
www.helenknowles.com

Bookmarks by Imi Maufe, 2014

Over the last twelve years, the Bookmarks series of free
artwork distribution has visited 125 galleries, bookstores,
workshops, centres, schools and libraries in Australia,
Brazil, Canada, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Egypt, France,
Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Singapore, Spain, South
Korea, Switzerland, Turkey, the UK and USA.
Bookmarks XII includes 52 artists from: Australia,
Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Norway,
Sweden, the UK, and the USA. This year, ten artists from
Karingallery in Geelong, Australia collaborated on three sets
of bookmarks between them for the project, and the artist/
programme coordinator Zoe Snyder also made a set
of 100. Karingallery is also hosting one of the venue
boxes for Bookmarks XII.

Bookmarks XII: Infiltrating the Library System
10 venues in Australia, Canada, Norway, the UK and USA
22nd September 2014 – 22nd February 2015
Bookmarks XII forms part of an annual series aiming to
encourage appreciation of work in the format of the artist’s
book. Participating artists each produce an edition of 100
signed and numbered bookmarks to give away through
distribution boxes at 10 venues around the world.
This year they are going to independent bookshops, art
centres, galleries and libraries, including the world’s smallest
literature house (in Røldal, Norway). All venues are open
to the public, in: Australia, Canada, Norway (three venues),
the UK and USA.
475 artists have contributed 47,500 bookmarks to the twelve
projects to date. The artists’ bookmarks are divided into
100 sets; one full set being sent to each of the contributing
artists and the rest divided and sent in distribution boxes to
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Bookmarks by Karingallery artist Damien O’Shea, 2014

services/library-museum-gallery/using-library/lib-locate/
eca-library
John M Flaxman Library Special Collections, The
School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 37 S Wabash,
Chicago, IL 60603, USA. http://www.saic.edu/academics/
librariesandspecialcollections/johnmflaxmanlibrary/
Karingallery, 1/4 James St, Geelong VIC 3220, Australia
http://www.karingallery.karingal.org.au
KHiB Library, Bergen Academy of Art and Design,
Vaskerelven 8, 5014 Bergen, Norway
http://www.khib.no/english/about-khib/khib-library/

Bookmarks by Karen Joyce, 2014

We have a brilliant selection of bookmarks this year created
with a wide range of processes, from: recycled book pages,
blind embossing, letterpress, lithography, screenprint, hand
cut, photography, hand painted, stencilled, rubber stamps,
hand drawn, and more. The Italian artist Loretta Cappanera
even managed to make her 100 stamped and painted
bookmarks in transit, starting with an 11.5-hour flight
from Frankfurt to San Francisco!
Many thanks to all the artists who have participated this
year, especially Molly Lemon, who made a set of bookmarks
as an artist, and volunteered for the intern position here
to help out. Molly spent two weeks here in June scanning,
stamping and packing all the artists and venue sets for
posting out before moving on to her summer job.
Molly (who also designed the cover for this issue of the
BAN) is now in her final year as an undergraduate student
at Winchester School of Art, UK, and we hope she will be
back to see us in the future. Thank you so much Molly!

Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 1011 Washington Ave. S,
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
http://www.mnbookarts.org
Much Ado Books, 8 West Street, Alfriston, East Sussex,
BN26 5UX, UK. http://www.muchadobooks.com
Paul D. Fleck Library & Archives, The Banff Centre, 107
Tunnel Mountain Drive, Banff, Alberta, T1L 1H5, Canada
http://www.banffcentre.ca/library/
Robert Smail’s Printing Works, 7-9 High Street,
Innerleithen, EH44 6HA, Scotland
http://www.nts.org.uk/smailsarchive
Røldal Literature House, Kalvatræet, Røldal, Southern
Norway. http://bit.ly/1jX1B7a

Thanks to all our venue hosts for participating, and also
a big thank you to David Dellafiora who introduced the
Karingallery artists to the project this year.

Bookmarks by Rita Eger, 2014

Bookmarks by Charlotte Hall, 2014

Venues for Bookmarks XII from 22nd September 2014 –
22nd February 2015 are:
Bergen Public Library, Strømgaten 6, 5015 Bergen, Norway
http://bergenbibliotek.no/kunst/grafisk-materialsamling
Edinburgh College of Art Library, Evolution House, West
Port, Edinburgh EH1 2LE, Scotland
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/informationPage 8		

Catch them at any of the above venues from 22nd
September 2014. The website also launches on the same day.
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bookmark.htm
Book Power Redux
Collins Memorial Library at the University of Puget
Sound, Tacoma, USA
5th August - 15th October 2014
23 Sandy Gallery and the University of Puget Sound present
Book Power Redux, an international juried exhibition of
book art focusing on social and political issues.
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Artists’ books are a powerful medium for social change and
activism. This show focuses on the most vital issues of our
day: race, diversity, equality, justice, bullying, poverty, civil
rights and more.
Book artists have a unique opportunity given an accessible,
multi-dimensional, multi-media format that can go beyond
just making things to making things happen. The current
social and political issues listed above are but a few topics
concerned artists used to raise consciousness, call for justice
or provoke action. The exhibition was juried by Jane Carlin,
MalPina Chan and Laura Russell. A full-colour printed
catalogue is available for $25. An online catalogue can be
viewed at: http://23sandy.com/works/product-category/
exhibitions/book-power-redux
CONFERENCE CONFLUENCE – Book Power Redux
will be at the Collins Memorial Library at the University
of Puget Sound, during a national conference (25th – 27th
September) focused on Race and Pedagogy. Details on
the conference can be found at: http://www.pugetsound.
edu/academics/academic-resources/race-pedagogyinitiative/2014-race-pedagogy-national-c/
Collins Memorial Library, University of Puget Sound, N
Warner St, Tacoma, WA 98416, USA.
http://www.pugetsound.edu/academics/academicresources/collins-memorial-library/
Jason Roy - No (A Masterless Universe)
Booklyn, New York, USA
Until 24th August 2014
No (A Masterless Universe) is an exercise in weakening the
fetters of power within our restricted cosmos using painted,
drawn and bound sigils. The artist flirts with repeated
attempts to relieve the stresses of living in a limitless
universe, fraught with empty desire, habitual violence and
law. Through painted incantation, echoing affirmation,
totemic defiance, and denial, we find freedom from negative
energy, bad vibes, fathers, cops, fear, masculinity, lies,
reptilian overlords, buttheads, boneheads, yo-yos, and jerks.
Using found and ephemeral materials the artist concurrently
questions the limits of governing forces mentioned above as
well as the physical limits of the materials themselves.

published exclusively for this exhibition. The combative
theme is paralleled by the artist’s repetitive execution,
exhausting each medium through dozens of incarnations
of synonymous subject matter. Exhibiting all repetitive
and honest trials, the amassed serial artwork becomes a
solidified regiment against the sullied and corrupt forces
that wish to control. It is an attempt to manifest a freedom
that may only exist on a blank page.
No (A Masterless Universe) is Jason Roy’s first soloexhibition and the third in a series of one person shows
dedicated to Brooklyn based artists exhibiting audacity and
prolific outcome in the self-publishing community. Jason
Roy studied printmaking at the State University of New York
at Purchase College. He has since continued printing his
own artwork, comics, and t-shirts as well as collaborating
with other artists and musicians. He is also an educator
with an emphasis on instructing others in renegade screenprinting and heretic art production.
Gallery hours Thursday - Tuesday, 12-5pm.
37 Greenpoint Ave. 4th floor, Ste E4G, Brooklyn NY, 11222,
USA. http://booklyn.org
Le Livre de Go - Christophe Lemaitre with Spassky
Fischer and Florent Dubois
Cneai, Chatou, France
Until 26th October 2014
Le Livre de Go is a project by Christophe Lemaitre,
in two parts, a structure and two artists’ books entitled
The knowledge of forms and what remains of an object that
disappears. It follows and becomes an extension of the Jan
van Eyck go club.

The book of Go is a diptych: two double-sided, large format
screenprints on paper, captioned The knowledge of forms
and what it remains of an object that disappears, each
composed of texts and images (produced in 200 copies,
in collaboration with Spassky Fischer). Split by a long cut
line, the two prints can be folded to each become a bookwallpaper: the knowledge of forms (January 2014) will serve
as a preface to the second book, what remains of an object
that disappears (a book of interviews, 2015).
No (A Masterless Universe) combines paintings on
newsprint, hand-coloured screenprints on cardboard and
paper, pennant flags, and three new artist’s book editions

During the first weeks of the exhibition of this technical
arrangement, will add and position themselves on the panels
with ceramics by artist Florent Dubois. These ceramics that
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are used specifically to support and containing the inside of
the device, and will return to their existence as sculptures at
the end of the disassembly and destruction of the device.
cneai, Île des Impressionnistes, Hameau Fournaise, 2 rue du
Bac, 78400 Chatou, France. www.cneai.com/evenement
Page.Print.Post - 50 years of artists’ books
Post Office Gallery, Ballarat, VIC, Australia
Until 9th August 2014

David Dellafiora’s Field Study publications WIPE and KART on
show in PAGE.PRINT.POST. Photo: Sue Hartigan

PAGE.PRINT.POST: 50 years of artists’ books curated
by Debbie Hill and Geoff Wallis, offers a rare insight and
overview of the development, range and ambition of the
artist’s book over half a century. Featuring books, postal art
and other ‘alternative spaces’ from the 1960s to the 1980s,
the exhibition presents a range of significant works from
a host of private and public collections in Australia and
the UK.
The exhibition will include a large selection of books
by Australian artists, together with remarkable and rare
publications by pioneers Ed Ruscha and Dieter Rot,
members of Fluxus and the Conceptual art movement, and
feminists May Stevens, Nan Becker and Nancy Holt.
A broad range of Artists Books and postal art by
contemporary artists, including Nicholas Jones, Deanna
Hitti, Angela Cavalieri, Gracia and Louise, Deborah Klein,
David Dellafiora, Sarah Bodman and Guy Begbie, will also
be presented.

Federation University Australia, cnr. Sturt & Lydiard St
Ballarat VIC 3350. federation.edu.au/pogallery
Weds to Sat 1pm - 4pm, Mon/Tues by appt.
Dorothy Simpson Krause: Book + Art
Fuller Craft Museum, Brockton, USA
Until 2nd November 2014
This exhibition explores the craftsmanship and meaning
of handcrafted artists’ books, featuring the intricate work
of Dorothy Simpson Krause. Krause has made many
journals and art books, collaging digital, found objects and
mixed media, through many years of world-wide travel
and observation. Krause is well-represented in museum
collections across the U.S.

Fuller Craft Museum, 455 Oak Street, Brockton, MA 02301,
USA. http://fullercraft.org/current-exhibitions/
Open: Tues, Weds, Thurs, Fri, Sat & Sun: 10am – 5pm,
Thursday 10am – 9pm
Glasgow project space Good Press responds to the
Arnolfini artist’s book collection
Arnolfini Reading Room, Arnolfini, Bristol, UK
August – September 2014
Good Press is a bookshop and project space based in
Glasgow. It was formed in the autumn of 2011 by the
Museums Press as a new space for artists’ publishing,
with an emphasis on creating a supportive organisation
committed to book-based projects. Good Press has a firm
belief in DIY activity, and stocks hundreds of self- and
independently published books, zines, prints, comics,
newspapers and other printed items from individuals and
publishers from around the world.

A selection of artists’ books from UWE’s Regenerator
Projects, staff and student works and visiting artists are also
on display as part of this exhibition. The show also includes
a selection of sets from UWE’s bookmarks projects from
2005 – 2013.
UWE associated artists in this exhibition include: Francesca
Albini, Helen Allsebrook, Helen Barr, Angie Butler, Simon
Butler, Arthur Buxton, Nancy Campbell, Drusilla Cole,
Andrew Eason, Stephen Fowler, Jenny Gal-Or, Hazel
Grainger, Charlotte Hall, Andrew Law, Anna Lucas, Kirsten
Norrie, Otto, Bernd Reichert, Simon Smith, Kristine Steele,
EF Stevens, Stephanie Turnbull, Marama Warren, Rebecca
Weeks, JP Willis, and c.300 artists from the ongoing
bookmarks projects.
Page 10		

Good Press gallery space, Glasgow

For the Arnolfini Reading Room, a catalogue of Good Press
projects is provided for perusal, together with a selection of
recent publications. Besides showcasing completed pieces,
the exhibition is also intended as a satellite for current Good
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Press activity, and will include a ‘dummy’ of the sixth in a
line of collaborative publications, as well as ephemera from
a new gallery project ‘The Stool’.
To accompany Good Press’s printed output, an ongoing
conceptual piece entitled ‘An Essay On The Nature Of
Independent Activities and Fairness’ will be displayed
through a series of posters, while a re-imagining of
the Arnolfini artist’s book collection will be developed
throughout the course of the exhibition.
Arnolfini, 16 Narrow Quay, Bristol BS1 4QA, UK.
Reading Room hours: Tuesday - Sunday, 11am - 6pm.
The Reading Room is also closed during exhibition
installation periods, and occasionally for Reading Room
events and Arnolfini courses.
www.arnolfini.org.uk/visit/reading-room
www.goodpressgallery.co.uk www.museumspress.co.uk
HOME
North Atlantic House, Copenhagen, Denmark
Until 24th August 2014
This is the last stop for the travelling exhibition tour hem:
HOME: koti: heim: Heima: angerlarsimaffik by the group
CONTEXT - where 33 Nordic artists reflect on the meaning
and significance of “HOME”, shown through a series of
artists’ books.

The group CONTEXT explores issues of identity and
belonging by placing these general human relationships
in the context of one of modern man’s most important
concepts: “home”. What is the relationship between the
individual and the home?
The exhibition has been touring over the past year to
Art Centre Silkeborg Bad, Culture Centre Katuaq in
Nuuk, Limfjordscenter Book Arts Doverodde, and to the
Nordic House, Reykjavik. hem: HOME: koti: heim: Heima:
angerlarsimaffik is now at display at the North Atlantic
House, Strand Stræde 91,1401 Copenhagen until 24th
August. www.hannematthiesen.dk
Naomi Sultanik - paintings and works on paper
Galerie van het Koninklijke Villa
Koningstraat 79 – 8400 Oostende, Belgium.
Until 31st August 2014. Open daily 14.00-17.00
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I am a Sender - Multiples by Joseph Beuys
Pinakothek der Moderne
Sammlung Moderne Kunst, Munich
Until 11th January 2015
Since January 2013, the Pinakothek der Moderne and
the Busch-Reisinger Museum, Harvard Art Museums,
Cambridge, have been engaged in a joint research project
devoted to the multiples of Joseph Beuys. Both institutions
possess world-class collections of the multiples and the
project’s chief aim is to make these important works more
accessible to a broader public. The fulfilment of this goal is
in keeping with the artist’s wish that his multiples function
as ‘transmitters’ of his artistic ideas in the wider world.
Pinakothek der Moderne, Barer Straße 40
80333 München, Germany
http://www.pinakothek.de/en/kalender/2014-06-26/44402/
i-am-sender-multiples-joseph-beuys
Julie Johnstone - F O R M A T I O N S
Edinburgh College of Art Library, UK
Until 5th September 2014
An exhibition of new work developed during Julie
Johnstone’s research residency in artists’ books at the
Edinburgh College of Art Library.

From material | immaterial [2], Julie Johnstone

ECA Library, first floor, Evolution House, West Port,
Edinburgh EH1 2LE, UK.
Monday-Friday 9am-5pm
www.essencepress.co.uk
Katie Paterson / Future Library
Oslo, 2014-2114
Scottish artist Katie Paterson has launched a 100-year
artwork - Future Library - Framtidsbiblioteket - for the city
of Oslo in Norway.
A thousand trees have been planted in Nordmarka, a forest
just outside Oslo, which will supply paper for a special
anthology of books to be printed in one hundred years
time. Between now and then, one writer every year
will contribute a text, with the writings held in trust,
unpublished, until 2114.

Quatuor (1713); and Jean-Jacques Boissard’s Pars Romanae
Urbis Topographiae & Antiquitatum (1597). Modern
publications such as D. H. Lawrence’s Sea and Sardinia
(1921) and Samuel Butler’s Alps and Sanctuaries of Piedmont
and the Canton Ticino (1923) also feature. Interspersed are
Italian recipes, carnival characters, and works by Giovanni
Battista Piranesi.
http://www.otago.ac.nz/library/exhibitions/italy/index.php
University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand
Blog: https://blogs.otago.ac.nz/cfb-events.
http://www.library.otago.ac.nz/SpecialCollections/
exhibitions.html
RUKSSIAN Artists’ Books
Pavel Kuznetsov Museum, Saratov
1st August - 30th September 2014
Future Library Certificate, Katie Paterson

The texts will be held in a specially designed room in the
New Public Deichmanske Library, Oslo. Tending the forest
and ensuring its preservation for the 100-year duration
of the artwork finds a conceptual counterpoint in the
invitation extended to each writer: to conceive and produce
a work in the hopes of finding a receptive reader in an
unknown future.
Katie Paterson’s 100-year-long project is one of four
public artworks produced by Situations for Slow Space, a
programme of public artworks for Bjørvika Oslo’s former
container port, and commissioned by Bjørvika Utvikling.
Future Library challenges our preconceptions about
where and when public art takes place. Just as the new
development of Bjørvika causes us to reimagine the future
of this city, so this work compels us to think about what
we might tell a future reader about our time.
http://slowspace.no/projects/katie-paterson/
Viva l’Italia. A Regional Romp through Italy
University of Otago Centre for the Book, New Zealand
Until 5th September 2014
The exhibition is constructed around images of Italian cities
from a 17th century copy of Pietro Bertelli’s Theatro delle
Citta d’Italia (1629). By utilising these images, the viewer
‘romps’ through the various regions of the country cabinet
by cabinet, from Piedmont in the north, to Puglia in the
southeast, Sardinia in the west, and Sicily in the southwest.
The Republic (formed in 1946) encompasses some 301,338
kilometres.
Although by necessity selective, the exhibition will display
some wonderful books, primarily from the collections of
Willi Fels, Esmond de Beer, and Charles Brasch, who all
thoroughly enjoyed what Italy offered to the world. Notable
items will include: William Thomas’ The Historie of Italie
(1549); Pietro Bertelli’s Theatro delle Citta d’Italia (1629);
Thomas Martyn’s The Gentleman’s Guide in his Tour through
Italy (1787); Alexandre de Rogissart’s Les Delices de l’Italie
(1706); Henry Kipping’s Antiquitatum Romanarum, Libri
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Curators: Sarah Bodman, Mikhail Pogarsky, Vasily Vlasov,
Viktor Lukin. Artists’ books speak the international
language of art. These books can be understood in almost
any corner of the world. Artists, who work in the genre of
the artist’s book professionally form a large international
community. However, the artist’s book like any other
artform has its own regional and national peculiarities.
Apart from the language in which the text is presented,
there are various historical roots from which the artist’s
book has emerged and on which the contemporary tree of
this artform grows. In every country and in every city young
artists learn many things from prominent artists and as
such, new formal and informal schools of thought around
the artist’s book are formed.
The international project “RUKSSIAN Artists’ Books’ aims
to demonstrate the unique and common features of the
artist’s book, presenting works by artists from the UK and
Russia united by national artistic traditions.
British artists: Alice Potter, Andy Parsons & Glenn
Holman, Angie Butler, Anwyl Cooper-Willis, Barrie Tullett,
Caseroom Press/Scottish Poetry Library, Charlotte Hall,
Christopher Robinson, Craig Atkinson, Duncan Bullen &
Jamie Crofts, Elizabeth Willow & David Armes, Guy Begbie,
Hazel Grainger, Helen Douglas & Thomas Evans, Iain Biggs
& Josh Biggs, Jackie Batey, Jeremy Dixon, Joan Ainley,
John Bently, John McDowall, J P Willis, Julie Johnstone,
Les Bicknell, Liz Jackson, Nancy Campbell, Otto, Pauline
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Lamont-Fisher, Philippa Wood & Tamar MacLellan, Sarah
Bodman, seekers of lice, Simon Goode, Simon Le Ruez,
Sophie Loss, Stephen Fowler, Susan Johanknecht, Theresa
Easton, Tom Sowden.

A second iteration of the recent exhibition at the State
Library of Queensland, featuring a selection of new artists’
books by Tim Mosely.
Clarence Corner Book Shop, 596 Stanley Street
Woolloongabba, Qld 4102, Australia
Tel: 3844 5591. 10am - 3pm Monday – Friday.
http://silverwattlebookfoundry.blogspot.com.au
http://www.cornerbookshop.com.au
COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN:

Russian artists: Nikita Alekseev, Tatiana Antoshina, Vasily
Vlasov, Sergei Vorobyov, Viktor Goppe, Emil Guzairov,
Aleksander Dzhikiya, Mikhail Dronov, Igor Zadera, Mikhail
Karasik, Valery Korchagin, Nikolai Krastchin, Viktor Lukin,
Kira Matissen, Valery Orlov, Peter Perevezentsev, Mikhail
Pogarsky, Sergei Romashko, Aleksander Savelyev, Dmitry
Saenko, Aleksander Svirsky, Vera Khlebnikova, Evelina
Schatz, Sergei Shutov, Gunel Yuran, Sergei Yakunin.
Pavel Kuznetsov Museum, Radischev str., 39, Saratov
410000, Russia. www.russianmuseums.info/M1381

Molly Lemon, UK
I am a fine art student at Winchester School of Art, UK
- working with collage, mail-art and print. My practice
explores and questions the human need to collect things
and how this continues to change over time. I have a 3,000
strong postcard collection, which provides inspiration for
much of the imagery and narratives used in my work.
www.coroflot.com/mollylemon
lollymelon@hotmail.co.uk

ANNOUNCEMENTS
From Pineapple Falls - our shopette is now open at
Plymouth City Market (Plymouth, UK) on the first
Saturday of each month. We are Paul Hearn and Maddy
Pethick - we make books, broadcasts, multiples, collage, and
objects. Our shop functions as a channel to locate, share and
sell our work. The shop provides an additional workspace
for us as well as a place to meet others with shared interests.

Pineapple Falls shopette next opens on August 2nd and
September 6th at Stall 214 in Plymouth City Market.
Connect with us on Twitter @pineapple_falls or via our
website: pineapplefalls.com

re/membering touch - an anthology of artists’ books from
Silverwattle Book Foundry – Tim Mosely
Clarence Corner Book Shop, Woolloongabba, Qld,
Australia. Until 15th August 2014

Puget Sound Book Artists (PSBA) is pleased to announce
the winners of the 2014 Annual Members’ Exhibition
Book Awards
The evening of June 5th, 2014 marked the opening reception
for the 4th Annual Puget Sound Book Artists Members
Exhibition, featuring 57 extraordinary handmade books
created by 39 artists from Puget Sound and beyond (June
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5th-July 31st 2014). Held annually at Collins Memorial
Library on the University of Puget Sound Campus, the
exhibition represents the growing diversity of ideas
constantly challenging the question: What is a book? In this
exhibition, using various media ranging from photography,
printmaking, drawing, painting, calligraphy, and digital
means, and employing a variety of materials including
wood, handmade paper, fabric, and cordage, the members of
the Puget Sound Book Artists strive to answer that question.
Aside from the artists, the success of this year’s exhibition
rested squarely on the shoulders of the curators. Taking on
a vast scope of responsibilities, several months of planning
and last minute alterations, the curators who made the 4th
annual PSBA Members Exhibition possible were Puget
Sound Book Artists, Patricia Chupa, Deborah Greenwood,
An Gates, and Elizabeth Walsh. Let it be said, they did not
disappoint.
Three awards were conferred by the curatorial team of
Deborah Greenwood, An Gates, Pat Chupa, and Elizabeth
Walsh, and by guest jurors Margaret Bullock, Katie
Henningsen, Hilary Robbeloth, Peggy Burge, and Julie
Christoph.

illustrations with a Frankensteinian twist. The pamphlet
book contains my poems, using the four alchemical
elements as a starting point. Mari Gower
Award for Excellence: Lucia Harrison, Old Growth

Collins Library Award: Laura Russell, Anything Helps

Anything Helps is a limited edition artist’s book surveying
the hand-scrawled cardboard signs used by the panhandlers
and Homeless people on street corners everywhere. These
folks can be found on city intersections and highway off
ramps in cities large and small across the county. It is so
very easy to keep driving and avert our eyes as we pass by.
Over the last three years I have been collecting these signs,
some purchased for $5, some found. Many of the signs are
works of art-clever, eye-catching words and illustrations
designed to garner our sympathy and our coins as we speed
by at 35 mph. Laura Russell
Curators’ Choice Award: Mari Gower, An Alchemist’s
Lunch Box
I see many parallels between scientists who research GMO
crops today and medieval alchemists. To explore these
parallels I decided to create a lunchbox for an imaginary
alchemist. The accordion book combines my interpretations
of ancient alchemical symbols and processes with images
and information about the most common current GMO
crops; including quotes from experts (both pro and con) on
the GMO debate. The tulip fold book is a riff on old botanic
Page 14		

When standing in an old growth forest, you feel a false
sense of stability. Beneath your feet are layers o moss,
hemlock and cedar needles, lichen cones, fern fronds, and
elk droppings. Interpreting the text of a soil profile reveals
layers of old growth forests altered by geologic forces: fire,
flood, volcanic eruption and lahar. Even the bedrock lies
upon shifting tectonic plates. Lucia Harrison
Without the strength of membership, the Puget Sound Book
Artists would not be able to attain its mission to further
the knowledge, practice and understanding of the art of the
book by means of educational activities including lectures,
workshops, and exhibits.
Congratulations to all of the participating artists for
a beautiful exhibition and Thank You to the entire
membership for your contributions to the organisation.
We would not be here without you.
Mark Hoppmann
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Here are a few of the photographs taken during the night of
the reception and artworks, June 5th, 2014…

A bird’s eye view of the 2014 PSBA Member’s Exhibition at
Collins Library. Photo: Mark Hoppmann

Guests and Artists mingle at the 4th Annual PSBA Member’s
Exhibition. Photo: Mark Hoppmann

Curator Deborah Greenwood and Award for Excellence
Recipient Lucia Harrison. Photo: Mark Hoppmann

Lily Richmond - Go With The Flow

Elizabeth Walsh - Counterspace Interlace.

Jane Carlin speaks to a Girl Scout troop in the rare books room
of Collins Memorial Library the evening of the reception for the
PSBA Member’s Exhibition. Photo: Mark Hoppmann

Mary Ashton - Shrinkage II
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For more information please visit our blog:
http://blogs.pugetsound.edu/pugetsoundbookartists/

The recipients of the State Library of Queensland’s 2014
Siganto Foundation Fellowships have been announced.
The Siganto Foundation Artists’ Books Creative
Fellowship has been awarded to Jan Davis. Her project
One thing becoming another: labour-infused artists’ books
which investigate lives of toil in nineteenth and early twentieth
century rural Queensland will look at farm and station
diaries held in the Original Content Collection in the
John Oxley Library of Queensland history. Jan says “For
the authors, they were a record of quite mundane things;
planting times, harvest quantities, calving dates and income
generated on the farm. Over time however, they transform
into a record of the relationships built between early settlers
and the land on which they worked, a record of a way
of life and of lives lived. I will subject them to a further
transfiguring. … I intend to incorporate photographs of
the original materials which show, for example, the nature
of the handwriting or the fine blue lines upon which
the handwriting sits, with my own drawings inspired
by reading the diaries. These papers will then be folded,
shaped, stitched and fashioned into new forms inspired
by the content of the original material but consistent with
my theme of transformation. These folded shapes will be
scanned and re-integrated as book pages.”
The Siganto Foundation Artists’ Books Research
Fellowship has been awarded to Doug Spowart. His
research entitled Photos+ Books: Towards a nomenclature
for the photograph in the artist’s book and the photobook will
involve investigation of the Australian Library of Art Artists’
Books Collection. Doug’s intends that “This research will
define a process by which the uses of photography in the
creative productions of artists’ books and photobooks can
be defined and compared…. My aims in this research are
to create an approach to the development of a flexible and
dynamic nomenclature for the photo and the book. This
preliminary strategy will provide a way in which books from
a variety of makers, media, structures and motivations can
be compared.”

For each session, we are welcoming 5 participants to do a
project with us. Each participant gets to make 2 pages in a
collective, screenprinted booklet. The booklet will be 18 x
18 cm, 12 pages, hand-bound in an edition of 60. At the end
of the session, each participant gets 10 copies to take home.
Each workshop is 4 days (from 11am – 6pm).
The first dates are: 18.08 - 21.08
The price is 200 Euros per session and incl. all material
(paper, ink, film, screens etc.), plus 10 copies of the book.
The workshop takes place at Re:Surgo! hosted by Anna
Hellsgård & Christian Gfeller.
Torstrasse 110, 10119 Berlin, Germany.
Please note we only refund cancellations with 7 days notice
of workshop day. Any cancellation within 7 days, refund can
only be made if that space is filled.
Book by email: info@resurgo-berlin.com
BINDING re:DEFINED
These Wiltshire, UK based workshops focus on innovative
structures for use on all types of books. Lunch is included in
the price; some classes have a materials charge.
There are only a few places left in the remaining 2014
workshops. The programme for 2015 will be online soon.
Please visit the website or email for details and costs.
www.bookbindingworkshops.com
bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com
The New Paperback - Lori Sauer • September 20 - 21 •
Marden • £150

The result of Doug’s research will be presented at the Siganto
Foundation Artists’ Books Seminar in 2015. Both Fellows
will be contributing posts about the progress of their work
at State Library to the Australian Library of Art blog.
http://blogs.slq.qld.gov.au/ala/
COURSES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS
New August workshop series at Re:Surgo! Berlin with
Anna Hellsgård & Christian Gfeller
This workshop will take you through each stage of the
production of a small booklet / zine edition in screenprint.
From the artwork creation to colour separation, screen
exposure, printing, etc.
We will also introduce you to a brief history of artists’
books and zines, and will show you tons of crazy artists’
books from our private collection. We will teach you the
techniques & tricks we master in a cheerful atmosphere.
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The dilemma of how to deal with a perfect bound paperback
is resolved here, with a structure that transforms it from
the mundane into something special. Good quality handmade paper is used to create strong and attractive bindings.
The cover attachment is deceptively simple, achieved with
sewing (and a bit of gluing), ensuring a robust structure
with shelf appeal. The structure is not limited to pre-glued
texts - it is also a wonderful way to bind sections. It’s a new
classic designed for those who love working with paper.
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Elbum and Shrigley - Benjamin Elbel • October 11 •
Marden • £80

This workshop brings together two unconventional
methods for storing and displaying postcards: 1) the elbum
(above), an amazing structure which holds postcards only
by gripping one of their edges into its pockets and 2) the
Shrigley structure (below), based on an ingenious corner

construction. A model of each will be completed in this
one-day workshop. Basic experience required.

aesthetically beautiful, functionally sound and adaptable
for many uses. The sections are sewn along with interleaved
strips of stiff paper to create a spine that resembles the fins
of a fish. This strong visual feature allows air and light to
circulate through a truly original binding.

Leather Decoration - Benjamin Elbel • November 2 •
Marden • £80

www.bookbindingworkshops.com
bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com
Summer Print & Book Making Workshops
36 Lime Street Newcastle, UK with Theresa Easton
Saturday 23rd August 10-4pm £55 or
Saturday 27th September 10-4pm £55
The first part of the day introduces participants to a
selection of simple printmaking techniques, that can be
folded and stitched into a selection of hand made books
suitable for your own project or a a series of bespoke gifts.

Leather is without a doubt the finest bookbinding material
but its natural grain can have a somewhat conservative feel
and look, not necessarily suited to contemporary work.
In this one-day workshop you will learn how to create rich
and interesting patterns and textures onto suede leather,
which can then be used as a covering material.
The Fin Book - Lori Sauer • November 15 • Marden • £80
This beguiling book is another intriguing innovation from
Carmencho Arregui. Along with her other work, it is

Available to buy at the end of the day, for £7.50, are
beginners binding packs consisting of a folding bone,
bookbinding needles and linen thread to get you started at
home. The workshop is ideal for those with no experience
and those needing a refresher course. Bring a project idea
along or take part in the numerous possibilities that can
produce your own unique books.
To book your place visit: http://theresaeaston.wordpress.
com/print-book-binding-workshops-36-lime-street/
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Email: theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk
Tel: 07981 381830
Ouseburn Warehouse & Studios, 36 Lime Street, Ouseburn,
Newcastle, NE1 2PQ UK. 36 Lime Street, Ouseburn Valley,
is the cultural quarter of Newcastle and a stone’s throw away
from Gateshead based, Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art.
Paperphilia short creative workshops and retreats.
2014 in paper; cut folded, stitched and written…
Two particularly special events this winter are growing as
more inspiration and must-see places are revealed through
research and rigorous planning:
20th - 24th October Venice. Pigments, palazzos, artisan
book artists, gelato and paper exploration.
25th - 29th November Paris. A splendid location for five
days of Paperie. Flea markets, boutiques, galleries, paper
emporium and pastries.
Read more about these courses at:
http://paperphilia.co.uk/paperphilia/workshops/
The Grange Ellesmere - Residential and Non-Residential
Book Arts and Related Courses in a beautiful Shropshire
country house (all food and tuition included in prices)
The Grange is delighted to be offering, in addition to its
usual book arts courses, introductory courses in calligraphy,
printmaking and watercolour painting. Excellent tuition,
wonderful surroundings, like-minded people and great
home-cooked food.
Sept. 19th - 21st - Paper Marbling
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Marbling_Courses.html
Oct 9th - 12th - Bookbinding - (Traditional)
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Bookbinding_Courses.
html
Oct 9th - 12th - Letterpress Printing
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Letterpress_printing.html
Our home page for the courses is:www.thegrange.uk.com
and a specific Book Arts page here:
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Book_Arts_Centre.html
London Centre for Book Arts (LCBA) is an open-access
educational and resource
centre dedicated to book arts.
We are based in what was
once the heart of London’s
print industry in Fish Island,
near Hackney Wick in east
London.
The Centre’s mission is to
keep book-making skills alive, by offering expertise and
teaching in bookbinding, letterpress printing, papermaking,
and related disciplines. LCBA also offers studio space and
equipment rental to members working in the book arts.
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Have you considered becoming a Studio Member of
LCBA? We offer two types of membership for people
who wish to use the LCBA facilities independently:
the Full Studio Membership gives you access to all
letterpress, bookbinding and print finishing equipment;
and the Bindery Membership gives you access to the
LCBA bindery, including blocking presses, nipping presses
and finishing tools. Find out more here:
http://londonbookarts.tumblr.com/membership
You can also email us: hello@londonbookarts.org or stop
by the studio to find out more. Next time you visit the
Centre, be sure to take a look at our shop. We’ve been busy
stocking-up with how-to guides, artists’ books, books about
artists’ books, and hard-to-find tools and materials for
bookbinding.
London Centre for Book Arts
Unit 18, Ground Floor, Britannia Works, Dace Road, Fish
Island, London, England E3 2NQ, UK.
http://londonbookarts.tumblr.com
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Minneapolis, USA
There’s a whole lot of art being made at MCBA - and you
can easily be a part of it, whether you’ve never held a
bonefolder before or you’re a seasoned expert looking to
expand your binding or printing repertoire. MCBA teaches
workshops for all ages and abilities, for individuals as well as
school and community groups. Adult Workshops - Family
Workshops - Youth Daycamps and Workshops - Teacher
Workshops - Workshops and Field Trips for Classrooms…
Standard workshops are held both in the MCBA studios
and in schools, libraries and community centres. Working
in partnership with teachers, standard youth workshops
teach children how to make handmade paper, bind a book,
marble paper, or print on a real printing press. During
hands-on workshops in MCBA’s studios or in schools,
students demonstrate classroom knowledge through new
experiences.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts is located in
the Open Book Building in downtown Minneapolis
1011 Washington Ave S, Suite 100
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA.
www.mnbookarts.org/workshops/intro.html

Professione LibroTraining Activities and Seminars:
Simple Bindings 2
Bassano del Grappa, 27 - 28 September, 2014
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
Organised by Orizzonti di Carta. http://bit.ly/1nN1khO
Album Comet Display, Milan, 18th October 2014 With
Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
The aim of this workshop is the realisation of a very clever
kind of album. When it is closed it looks like an ordinary
album but it can be transformed into a three-dimensional
object which shows a sequence of images in a circular
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display. This structure, devised by Carmencho Arregui
in the nineties, will offer the participants the opportunity
to learn how to measure, hand crease, sew and use the
structural elements also as decoration.
Careful planning is needed prior to the making of this
album. To adapt the inside to their needs the participants
will be working both with the structure and the contents.
They will receive precise directions as to what kind of
images they should use (calligraphy, photography, or
graphic material). What is really interesting about it is that
this structure offers the possibility of looking at a substantial
group of images all in one go.
The course will take place at Professione Libro, Via Angelo
Del Bon, 1 - 20158 Milan, Italy.
100 EUR excluding materials
More information and booking links at:
www.professionelibro.it
Bookbinding1 - Basic Course
Milan, 20 October 2014 - 26 January 2015
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
Promoted yet not organised by Professione Libro.
http://bit.ly/1qwnj4B
Bookbinding and Restoration of Books - Basic Course
Milan, 23 October 2014 - 4 June 2015
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo.
http://bit.ly/1u7eXlt
Bookbinding For Beginners at Book Works London
15th September - 12th November 2014

A nine-week course in hand bookbinding. Students will
have the opportunity to learn basic bookbinding techniques
through a variety of historical and contemporary styles, and
to use conventional and unconventional binding materials.
There will also be a chance to develop a personal project
in the latter stages. The course will be for a maximum of 8
students and will be run by Ina Baumeister at Book Works
Studio.
Mondays from 15th September to 10th November 2014 or
Wednesdays from 17th September to 12th November 2014.
Please see downloadable PDFs for timetable and course
contents at: https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1793
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If you would like to book or know more please email:
jan@bookworks.org.uk or call 020 7247 2506.
Book Works, 19 Holywell Row, London EC2A 4JB, UK.
https://www.bookworks.org.uk
18 Books and boxes with magnetic closures
Centro del Bel Libro Ascona, Switzerland
29th September – 2nd October 2014
With Nadine Werner. In this course we will learn about
the mysterious and fascinating power of magnets and
learn how to use them as fasteners in hard cover bindings,
brochures and boxes. The instructor will introduce
the exciting combination of non-adhesive binding and
magnetic fasteners. Language: German and explanations in
a second language.

Course fee: CHF 840.00. Registration until 25th August
2014. Centro del Bel Libro Ascona, Via Collegio 17,
CH-6612 Ascona, Switzerland. www.cbl-ascona.ch
info@cbl-ascona.ch Tel: +41 (0) 91 791 72 34

OPPORTUNITIES
Call for exhibitors at the ANTWERP ACADEMY ART BOOK FAIR. Saturday 18th October, 10 am - 5pm
Free entrance. Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Antwerp
The Royal Academy of Fine Arts Antwerp is organising its
first art book fair and puts the exceptional Lange Zaal at
the disposal of antiquarians, artists, publishers & collectors
who want to offer art books, artists’ books, photobooks,
catalogues, periodicals & other artistic printed matter for
sale. The fair focuses on antiquarian art books as well as
contemporary artist’s publications. We offer space for c. 40
participants:
— 3 metres (table & wall) are available for 65 euros.
— If needed, we can provide picture-hanging systems.
— For quick decision-makers some display cases
(table model, 170x75 cm) are available for 25 euros.
Participants can set up Friday October 17th between 3pm
and 6pm. and Saturday October 18th from 8am. Loading
and unloading is possible for a limited time.
More info and link to sign up here: http://www.delangezaal.
be/en/antwerp-academy-art-book-fair/subscribe
More information available from:
Stephan Peleman - stephan.peleman@ap.be
Hugo Draulans - hugo.draulans@telenet.be

Call for exhibitors - Artist’s Book Fair, Sunday 12th
October 11am - 5pm - BOOKFACE Chapter 5
At the Rising Sun Arts Centre, Reading, Berkshire RG1 2ST
Small venue artist’s book fair on two floors, including stalls,
installations, readings and cafe. Limited parking close to the
venue. Interesting listed building.
Please contact Neile Wright at neilenwright@hotmail.co.uk
with ‘Bookface’ in the title if you would like more info and
to send an image/s of your work. Stalls £10 per table for
sellers and free for exhibition only pieces.
www.risingsunartscentre.org

there will be demonstrations (more details later on); and last
year’s popular Lovely Lovely Letterpress will be back.
Best wishes, Sean Rorke, Artistic Director
Karen Mercer
For further information, and/or to book a table, please go to
www.manchesterartistsbookfair.com
Call for exhibitors at Counter: artist’s book fair at
Plymouth Arts Centre, UK
Sunday 19th October 2014, 12 - 5pm
Counter draws together artists, collectives and book works
to make friends, sell books, buy books, share work, share
knowledge, learn something new, start conversations, ask
questions, try to find answers and exchange ideas.

Image: Dom Moore, 2013.

Counter is brought to you by an independent band of
Plymouth-based artists and is in conversation with
Plymouth International Book Festival. We are keeners, fans,
and D.I.Y. enthusiasts.

The Ninth Manchester Artists’ Book Fair
Friday 17th and Saturday 18th October 2014
Holden Gallery, Manchester School of Art
Dear book artist/publisher/book arts enthusiast:
We are pleased to announce that Hot Bed Press, in
association with the Manchester School of Art, will be
hosting the ninth Manchester Artist’s Book Fair. The fair
will again be held over two days, Friday 17th and Saturday
18th October (11am – 5pm both days), and will take place
as usual in the Manchester School of Art’s Holden Gallery.
This year we have decided that Friday should be a full day,
instead of the fair opening in the afternoon.

Applications must be sent by Friday 28 August 2014
Tables are £5 small/£10 large and can be applied for by
emailing hello@counterplymouth.com or by downloading a
form from www.counterplymouth.com
Pop Up Pop Up: apprenticeships - Deadline: 15 August.
Artist Hilary Powell is recruiting 15 ‘pop-up apprentices’
to help make a unique pop-up book, ‘Legend: An A-Z of
the Lea Valley’. Legend charts a parallel history of the Lea
Valley using 3D paper scenes to illustrate the way the area
has changed. A factory producing limited edition copies
of Legend will open 18-21 September in Stratford. Here
visitors can go behind the scenes to witness the creation of
an epic publication made by many hands.

The main gallery accommodates 40-45 tables, available
on a first come first served basis. The tables will measure
6’ x 2’3” and be provided with two chairs and a tablecloth
(although you are of course welcome to bring your own).
Hiring a table will cost £60.

15 ‘pop-up apprentices’ will be coached in paper
engineering, bookbinding and printing techniques,
becoming part of the Pop Up Pop Up factory workforce.
They will be the public face of the production line,
assembling Legend’s intricate pages and engaging audiences
in its narrative.

MMU’s Special Collection will as usual put on show some of
their own extensive collection of artists’ books in the library,
just across the square from the fair, for visitors to enjoy;

Pop Up Pop Up is looking for people with training in art
and design disciplines or who have an interest in urban
regeneration that can commit to 2 training days (12 and
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17 September) and 4 making days (18-21 September).
Apprentices will be paid £200 plus travel expenses, receive
training, refreshments and their own copy of Legend.
Contact: Hilary at info@popuppopup.net for an information
pack and details of how to apply. Deadline: 15 August.
CALL FOR ENTRIES: 3rd EIBAB - European
International Book Art Biennale, Moscow 2014
Deadline 30th August 2014
The EIBAB Biennale subject 2014: ART DIARY, ART
JOURNAL, VISUAL JOURNAL. ‘Every artist creates
their own journal/ diary, that transposes their physical
state of mind and embodies a part of their soul constantly
influenced by specific moments in life’. (Dorothea Fleiss)
The exhibition of the 3rd European International Book Art
Biennale will take place in Moscow, Russia. 5th September –
9th October, 2014. Open day 5th September at the Russian
State Art Library, and 9th of September in Russian State
Youth Library.
Organisers of the EIBAB: Dorothea Fleiss & East West
Artists e. V. Stuttgart, curator of the 3rd European
International Book Art Biennale (eibab@web.de), in
collaboration with independent curator Mikhail Pogarsky
(pogarsky@yandex.ru).

belong to the author/artist, art gallery or press.
3. If any texts not written by the artist have been used, we
ask them to obey the general rules of copyright. The name
of a writer (and a translator), the title (and the original title),
name of a publisher and year of publication should be given.
4. The works should be sent by post no later than 30th
August 2014 to: VLASOV VASILY
NOVOROGOZHSKAJAJ STREET, 42- 81
MOSCOW, 109544, RUSSIA
5. There are no limitations regarding technique and form,
however in the case of very complex and unusual works
due to material, size or construction the artist is kindly
requested to contact the organisers. A submitted work
may not be accepted for the following reasons: Technical
difficulties involved exhibiting it. It may be considered to
have possible harmful effects on the audience.
6. The international jury selected by the organisers will
review the submissions and choose the works for the EIBAB
EXHIBITION. The exact date and place is to be determined.
The jury will judge the works and select those ones to be
awarded and shown at the exhibition. Decisions of the jury
are final.
7. The prizes will be awarded by the Jury.
8. The costs of sending/ shipping the books are paid for by
the artist.
Please write the value for the customs as a max. 30 EUR /
30 USD or the text NOT FOR SALE, NO COMMERCIAL
VALUE. The organisers are not responsible for any damages
caused by the conditions of transportation or careless
packing by the artist. The books should have labels with
artist’s name, title and notice “European Book Art Biennale”.
9. NO ENTRY FEES.
10. The participants agree that images of their works may
be used for the promotion of the European International
Book Art Biennale
11. Pictures of works and any other documents attached to
the entry form will be kept in the competition archives and
not returned to the artist. Artists may choose to donate their
work itself to the Biennale Collection. If they wish to have
their work returned, artists are responsible for covering the
cost of return shipping themselves.
CALL FOR ENTRIES: Two new opportunities from
Alicia Bailey, Abecedarian Gallery, Denver, USA

Artists from Russia, Germany, UK, France, Italy, China,
Romania, USA, Greece, Switzerland, Latvia, Ukraine and
other countries take part in the biennale.
COMPETITION
1. Any book artist from any country can take part in the
competition.
2. Up to four artists’ books can be submitted by one artist
or a collaborative group. The books should be completed
within the last two years (2012- 2014) in any technique and

Artists’ Book Cornucopia VI - deadline to submit
December 6, 2014
Exhibition dates: January 22 - March 14, 2015
I’m pleased to announce that Cristina Favratto will be
jurying the 2015 Cornucopia exhibit. Cristina is the Head
of Special Collections at the University of Miami Otto G.
Richter Library. Online entry details are available via the
Abecedarian Gallery website. No geographic restriction.
http://www.abecedariangallery.com
Unbound: The Book Transformed - at Foothills Art
Center, Golden, Colorado
Exhibition dates January 23 - March 22, 2015.
Entry details for this exhibit aren’t yet available. I have
been invited to jury this exhibition, and am excited by the
prospect of this beautiful exhibition space showing off
contemporary artists’ books. Restricted to United States
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artists. I’ll be posting a link to the entry details on the
Abecedarian Gallery website and in my gallery newsletters
when they become available.
Alicia Bailey - Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe Dr, #101, Denver, CO 80204 USA
Email: alicia@abecedariangallery.com
www.abecedariangallery.com
http://abecedariangallery.com/store/blog
CALL FOR ENTRIES: from 23 Sandy Gallery:
SACRED | PROFANE. Deadline 18th August 2014
23 Sandy hosts two international juried exhibitions each
year. Our second show of 2014 (November – December)
will be titled SACRED | PROFANE and will feature book
art focusing on religion and spirituality. We are looking
for works that cross the line between the sacred and the
profane, the dichotomy of often-polarising points of view.
Topics to consider along that razor-thin line between sacred
and profane: ritual and ceremony, creation and evolution,
myth and memory, heaven and earth, superstition
and scholarship, sacred and secular, rites and symbols,
traditional and modern, occult and omnipresence, agnostic
and atheistic, west and east and endless more. We hope to
show a balanced number of sacred and profane works, so
please do not be afraid to take on either, or both, themes.
The submission deadline for SACRED | PROFANE is 18th
August 2014 at Midnight, Pacific Time.
A full prospectus and more information can be found here:
www.23sandy.com/sacredprofane/callforentries.html
CALL FOR ENTRIES: Personal Histories Artist’s Book
Exhibition invites interested book and paper artists from
around the globe to participate in a public exhibition at
Redland Museum, Cleveland, Queensland, Australia by
sharing parts of their own personal history in book art or on
paper. www.redlandmuseum.org.au
Exhibition runs Sunday 12th October until Sunday 30th
November. Submission forms due by Friday 22nd August
2014. Delivery of works by Friday 26th September 2014.
There are no fees to participate in this event however artists
will be responsible for the cost of shipping for any works
submitted. Artists will also be able to sell their works if they
choose with 25% commission to the museum applicable.
Coordinator, Robyn Foster: I hope you will consider
participating in this event, whether you are local to the
Cleveland area or from somewhere far away, we would
love to include your artist’s book or work on paper to share
something of your personal history.
For more information please visit the Personal Histories
blog: http://bit.ly/1gwdRVb
CALL FOR ENTRIES: Bookers Dozen 2015
Idaho Center for the Book, Boise Idaho, USA
Please submit your artist’s book or books for the 2015
edition of Idaho’s longest-running juried traveling artists’
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book exhibition. Booker’s Dozen 2015 will travel to 1012 venues in schools, libraries, and exhibition spaces
throughout Idaho. Jurors (to be announced) will be drawn
from professionals in art, design and literature.
There is no entry fee. Your submission may be dropped off
or shipped to: Idaho Center for the Book, Art Department
Boise State University, 1910 University Drive
Boise, Idaho 83725-1510, USA
Works that are accepted must be available to travel
throughout 2015. Works that are not accepted will be
made available for pick-up, or will be return-shipped with
standard shipping insurance.
Submission Deadline is Friday 12th September 2014.
You will need to fill in an info sheet to send with your book.
Email Stephanie Bacon, Professor of Art / Director, Idaho
Center for the Book for a copy of the sheet:
sbacon@boisestate.edu
Call for exhibitors: ARTISTS’ BOOK MARKET AT
BALTIC, UK. Friday 5th & Saturday 6th December 2014
10.00-17.00.
For two days only, BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art,
Gateshead, UK plays host to a national two day Artists’
Book Market. Submissions are welcome from artists,
bookmakers, small press publishers, artists’ groups, zine
artists and bookbinders.
Deadline for submissions: 1st October 2014
Selected applicants will be notified by 8th October 2014
To secure your stall the exhibitors’ fee must be paid by 17th
October 2014. Exhibitor’s fee is £60 per table (90 x 180cm)
For further details on how to apply and to download
submission forms please go to: https://www.balticmill.com/
about/news/call-for-exhibitors-artists-book-market-atbaltic or contact the organiser, Theresa Easton:
theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk
CALL FOR ENTRIES: Sint-Niklaas 2015 Bookplates and
Small Printmaking Competition. No entry fee.
Every two years the International Exlibris Centre of the
town of Sint-Niklaas organises an international competition.
Bookmarks as well as other small prints may be submitted.
The general topic is open but one of the main awards is
intended for an entry with ‘A portrait’ as its topic. Everyone
living anywhere in the world and aged over 18 can submit
his/her prints. Prints from woodcuts to digital prints and
almost all types of fine graphic printmaking techniques are
allowed. Three main Town of Sint-Niklaas Awards for three
different types of techniques will be granted to honour the
attention to printmaking technique quality.
The Sint-Niklaas International Exlibris Centre will
continue to support authentic bookmarks or ex-librises.
A main Town of Sint-Niklaas Award and some other
desirable awards will be dedicated to the best, most striking
bookplates. The exhibition programme of the museum in
2015 will be dedicated to the theme of the portrait.
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That accent is also placed in the competition by reserving
a special Award of the town of Sint-Niklaas for the best
entry with the “portrait” theme. The total prize pool is EUR
7,750, so it is worth submitting. Submissions accompanied
by a clearly filled-out registration form need to arrive at
the following address before the 1st of November 2014:
Internationaal Exlibriscentrum Stedelijke Musea SintNiklaas - Wedstrijd 2013 Zwijgershoek 14 B-9100 SintNiklaas, Belgium.
We cordially invite all the participants to attend the
official announcement of the results of the competition
and the opening of the 27th Printmaking Biennale 2015,
on Saturday, March 28, 2015 (tbc) in the museum SteM
Zwijgershoek 14 in Sint-Niklaas. More information and
registration forms at: http://musea.sint-niklaas.be/exlibris/
grafiekbiennale/wedstrijd
CALL FOR ENTRIES: Vilnius Triennial 2015 Exhibition
Theme: Error {mistake}. The purpose of the 7th
International Artist’s Book Triennial Vilnius 2015 is to inspire
artists to create conceptual works that correspond to the
proposed theme.
Errors {mistakes} play an important role not only in our life,
but also in the creative process. Many scientific discoveries
have been made through mistakes, or by error. The same
is true in art. We are looking for artists’ books made with
errors, artists’ books with typographical, printing or binding
errors. Artists’ books created about “errors” in our life and
art, errors in science and engineering, errors in languages
or errors on the road, etc.

Mary Kritz, 1116 – 1909 Russell Road
Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3P2, Canada
I will use a variety of bookbinding styles to bind the
samples in weekly groupings which may be viewed at:
www.bookartiste.blogspot.com
I will regularly introduce the project and participants on my
blog. If you do not wish to be mentioned, please state this
in your submission. View the first nine weeks of books at:
http://youtu.be/Fgfs2yP_EAY
Thank you for participating in this project.
Regards, Mary Kritz. www.bookartiste.blogspot.com
The Codex Foundation is pleased to announce that
CODEX V will take place February 8-11, 2015 at
the extraordinary Craneway Pavilion in Richmond,
California, USA. Exhibitor Registration is now open.
Please contact Peter@codexfoundation.org for registration
information. http://www.codexfoundation.org
Wishes Wanted - Cathryn Miller of Byopia Press has begun
work on a new installation piece. You can participate by
reading about the project at http://byopiapress.com/thewishing-star-project/ and then leaving an anonymous wish.
Multiple wishes are permitted.

Deadline: 15th November 2014. No Entry Fee. Time &
Location: 2015 Spring, Gallery Titanikas, Vilnius, Lithuania.
Main Prize: A personal artists’ books exhibition in Vilnius
in 2018 together with the “8th International Artist’s Book
Triennial Vilnius 2018”.
Organiser of the Triennial: Circle Bokartas.
Curator: Kestutis Vasiliunas. Future: We plan to show the
7th Triennial in Lithuania, Germany, Italy and Australia.
More info: http://artistsbook.lt/blog/2013/09/24/7th-artistsbook-triennial-vilnius-2015/
Mary Kritz - 365 DAYS OF HANDWRITING
Until December 2014
This is a bookbinding project that involves 365 samples of
original handwriting (cursive writing, script). It came about
as a result of cursive writing not being taught in schools
any longer. My goal is to acquire 365 different handwritten
(cursive) samples over the year. To participate, the following
steps are:
1. The hand written sample must be original (no
mechanical reproductions) – content is the writer’s choice
2. Written on a piece of paper 4 x 6 inches (10.1 x 15.2 cm)
3. Print your name, location (city/country) and link to a
website, if available, on the sample
4. Once completed, send the sample to:

Progress reports will be posted on a semi-regular basis at
http://byopiapress.wordpress.com
Upcoming at Women’s Studio Workshop, Rosendale, USA
Artists’ Books Residency Grant, a 6-8 week residency for an
artist to produce a limited edition artist’s book. Deadline:
November 15. http://www.wsworkshop.org/program/artistresidencies/artists-book/
Art-in-Education Book Arts Residency Grant
Deadline: November 15. http://www.wsworkshop.org/
program/artist-residencies/art-in-ed-book-arts/
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ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & CONFERENCES

Ridinghouse and Thames and Hudson. Rare and unusual
books and prints from independent publishers, artists and
presses include Nobrow’s books and art comics introducing
the work of talented illustrators from around the world, and
super/collider, whose mesmerising publications and prints
investigate the crossover between science and pop culture.
A wide range of artists’ books from AMBruno, Onomatopee
and many others will be on sale.

A packed events programme runs throughout the Fair,
including talks, screenings, book signings and performances
with leading artists and writers. This year features Canada
as a focus country in partnership with the Canada Council
for the Arts, bringing a selection of the country’s presses,
distributors, independent publishers and editions-makers to
the UK for the first time.

Printed Matter presents the ninth annual NY Art Book
Fair, from September 26 to 28, at MoMA PS1, Long Island
City, Queens. Preview: Thursday, September 25, 6-9pm
Free and open to the public, the NY Art Book Fair is
the world’s premier event for artists’ books, catalogs,
monographs, periodicals, and zines. Last year, the fair
featured nearly 300 booksellers, antiquarians, artists, and
independent publishers from twenty-six countries, and was
attended by more than 27,000 people.
HOURS AND LOCATION
Preview Thursday, September 25, 6-9 pm
Friday, September 26, 12–7 pm
Saturday, September 27, 11 am–9 pm
Sunday, September 28, 11 am–7 pm
MoMA PS1 22-25 Jackson Avenue at 46th Avenue Long
Island City, NY. nyartbookfair.com
The London Art Book Fair 2014
Whitechapel Gallery, London, UK
26–28 September 2014
The Whitechapel Gallery’s 2014 edition of The London
Art Book Fair is the largest to date, with 94 exhibitors
from 15 countries showcasing thousands of artists’ books,
catalogues, monographs, zines, rare publications and
brand new releases. The London Art Book Fair celebrates
the best of international contemporary art publishing.
Exhibitors include galleries, booksellers, colleges and
leading publishers such as Hatje Cantz, Onestar Press,
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Exhibitors for The London Art Book Fair 2014: ABC Art
Books Canada, Akerman Daly, A. K. Lee / Ignition, Ambeck
Design, AMBruno, Anagram Books, AND Publishing,
Andrew Malone, Art Books Publishing Ltd., Ben Uri
Gallery & Museum, Black Dog Publishing UK, Book
Machine / Publication Studio Vancouver, BookRoom, Book
Works, Bywater Bros. Editions, Contemporary Art Gallery
(Vancouver), Central Books, Charles H Scott / Emily Carr
University Press, Container, Conundrum Press, Copy Press,
Cornerhouse, Crudo, David Faithfull, Daniel Blau gallery,
Dario Zeruto, David Zwirner, Ditto Press, Edinburgh
College of Art Second Century Press, Ensixteen Editions,
Edition Patrick Frey, Film and Video Umbrella, Fitzcarraldo
Editions /The White Review, Four Corners Books, Fox Ash
Press, From Me To You Publications, Gagosian Gallery,
Gevaert Editions, Gimpel Fils, Glasgow Women’s Library,
GOST Books, Go Together Press, Halifax INK / Saint
Mary’s University Art Gallery, Hato Press, Hatje Cantz
Verlag, Hayward Publishing, Jacqueline Thomas Books
and Tufnell Art Press, Jane & Jeremy, Jane Hyslop, John
Hansard Gallery, Kaho Kojima, KALEID editions, Koenig
Books, Kunthalle Wien, La Silueta Ediciones, Laurence King
Publishing, LemonMelon, Live Art Development Agency
London Group, Luminous Books, MA Art Design and
the Book Colchester School of Art, Marcus Campbell Art
Books, Mark Pawson, The MIT Press, Nobrow/Flying Eye
Books, Max Malandrino Books, Nothing Else Press, One
Star Press, Onomatopee, Otto Graphic, Paper Tigers Books,
PJB Editions, Regroupement des centres d’artistes autogérés
du Québec, Red Sphinx, Ridinghouse, Rhein-Verlag, Rose
Issa Projects, Sonnenzimmer, South London Gallery, Spazio
Libro d’Artista, super/collider, Sylph Editions, Tara Books,
Thames & Hudson, Themerson Estate, The Object, Trolley
Books, Uniformbooks, University of Chicago Press, Valiz,
Welling School and Whitechapel Gallery.  
A public opening evening for The London Art Book Fair
2014 takes place on Thursday 25 September from 6pm–9pm
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Whitechapel Gallery, 77–82 Whitechapel High Street,
London E1 7QX, UK. Nearest London Underground
Station: Aldgate East, Liverpool Street, Tower Gateway DLR.
londonartbookfair.org
3rd European International Book Art Biennale, Moscow,
Russia, 5th September – 9th October 2014
Artists from Russia,
Germany, UK, France,
Italy, China, Romania,
USA, Greece, Switzerland,
Latvia, Ukraine and other
countries will take part
in the biennale. Open
days 5th September at
the Russian State Art
Library, 9th September at
the Russian State Youth
Library.
http://eibab.blogspot.com
BOOKFACE Chapter 5 - Artist’s Book Fair, Sunday 12th
October 2014, 11am - 5pm at the Rising Sun Arts Centre,
Reading, Berkshire RG1 2ST, UK. A small venue artist’s
book fair on two floors, including stalls, installations,
readings and cafe. Limited parking close to the venue.
Interesting listed building.

The 11th Annual Roadworks: Steamroller Printing
Festival will be held on Sunday, September 28, 2014, from
11am - 4pm on Rhode Island Street between 16th and
17th Streets in San Francisco, USA.
The San Francisco Center for the Book’s annual Roadworks
Street Fair is a day-long public printmaking showcase
presented amid a selection of arts and crafts vendors. Using
a 1924 seven-ton construction steamroller and an unlikely
letterpress bed - the surface of Rhode Island Street itself - a
team of artists and printers print large-scale prints from
three-foot-square hand-carved linoleum blocks.
Now in its 11th year, Roadworks has become a popular
tradition in the Potrero Hill neighbourhood, drawing
printmaking and book art enthusiasts from far and wide,
as well as local residents looking for a unique experience
and families with kids of all ages. Events for children
will be scheduled all day. Free tours of the Austin/Burch
Gallery, plus free letterpress, bookbinding, and other miniworkshops will be offered at SFCB during the festival.

Please contact Neile Wright at neilenwright@hotmail.co.uk
with ‘Bookface’ in the title if you would like more info.
www.risingsunartscentre.org

The 3’-0” x 3’-0” steamroller prints will be for sale at SFCB
during the event. The steamroller prints are highly limited
editions, so if you are interested in the work of a specific
featured artist, contact us to reserve your print in advance.

The Ninth Manchester Artists’ Book Fair
Friday 17th and Saturday 18th October 2014
Holden Gallery, Manchester School of Art
Hot Bed Press is pleased to announce the ninth Manchester
Artists’ Book Fair, in association with Manchester School
of Art, on Friday 17th and Saturday 18th October (11am –
5pm both days), once again in Manchester School of Art’s
Holden Gallery.

375 Rhode Island Street San Francisco CA 94103, USA.
https://sfcb.org/events/roadworks

MMU’s Special Collection will as usual put on show some of
their own extensive collection of artists’ books in the library,
just across the square from the fair, for visitors to enjoy;
there will be demonstrations (more details later on); and last
year’s popular Lovely Lovely Letterpress will be back.
For more information: www.manchesterartistsbookfair.com
Counter: Artists’ book fair at Plymouth Arts Centre, UK
Sunday 19th October 2014, 12 - 5pm
Counter draws together artists, collectives and book works
to make friends, sell books, buy books, share work, share
knowledge, learn something new, start conversations, ask
questions, try to find answers and exchange ideas.
Counter is brought to you by an independent band of
Plymouth-based artists and is in conversation with
Plymouth International Book Festival. We are keeners, fans,
and D.I.Y. enthusiasts. www.counterplymouth.com

New Zealand’s First Bookbinding and Book Arts
Conference: Inside / outside – a case for the book
AUT Conference Centre in Auckland
Labour Weekend 24-26 October 2014
Speakers • Keynote – Expert bookbinders and book artists
from UK and USA. The conference organisers are excited
about the unique opportunities for people attending
the conference. Some of the world’s master binders and
book artists will be there to share and demonstrate their
extraordinary skills:
Dominic Riley is an internationally acclaimed designer
bookbinder from the UK. He will speak on his personal
approach to design binding, and will also be giving
workshops. http://tinyurl.com/UK-D-Riley
Julie Chen is an internationally known book artist who has
been publishing limited edition artists books for twenty five
years. She is also an Associate Professor of Book Arts in
California and will be demonstrating her work.
www.flyingfishpress.com
• Twenty specialist speakers will cover a wide range of
related subjects including:- designing – collaborating –
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collecting – binding - and illustrating books from ancient to
modern.
Book industry suppliers will be in attendance to
network with the professional and amateur bookbinders,
calligraphers, librarians and specialists in related fields
attending the conference.

OMMU Bookshop is located in the centre of Athens,
showcasing magazines, monographs, exhibition catalogues,
artists’ books & zines. Dimokritou 21, Athens, Greece.
www.ommu.info

Panel Discussion – What is the future of the book?
Chaired by Iain Sharp this will be a lively and potentially
contentious conclusion to the conference.
Conference organisers – The Association of Book Crafts.
ABC is a national incorporated Society dedicated to the
promotion and practice of bookbinding, with members
ranging from beginners to professional bookbinders.
Visit: www.abc-nz.org for information on the programme,
presenters and registration details, or contact
abc2014nz@gmail.com
American and German Libraries and Archives &
the Contemporary Artist’s Book. A Transatlantic
Colloquium. Leipzig, Germany, 4th - 5th December 2014
In association with ARLIS/NA and the Deutsches Buchund Schriftmuseum, supported by BI-International
Venue: The German Museum of Books and Writing of the
German National Library, Deutscher Platz 1, 04103 Leipzig,
Germany. Programme: PDF download at:
www.initiativefortbildung.de

INTERNET NEWS

Cathryn Miller is pleased to announce the new Byopia
Press website. Come for the pictures, come back for the
weekly blog posts. http://byopiapress.com
A New Curated Collection online at 23 Sandy Gallery,
USA: 23 Sandy Gallery is pleased to present a new Curated
Collection of artists’ books made for the al-Mutanabbi
Street Starts Here Project.
The al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here Project began in 2007
when San Francisco poet and bookseller Beau Beausoleil
read about the bombing of Al-Mutanabbi Street in Baghdad.
Al-Mutanabbi Street was the heart of Iraq’s literary
community, a street lined with bookstores and cafés where
writers and intellectuals gathered. http://23sandy.com/
works/blog-postings/23-sandy-introduces-al-mutanabbicurated-collection

Waters Of Venice/Remembering Henry James
Claire Jeanine Satin, USA. An 8-minute video based on
almost 3000 images taken during Claire Jeanine Satin’s two
artist-residencies in Venice Italy 2009 & 2012. Many of these
images have been the basis of her ‘Water d’Venezia’ book
works ongoing series. The video created by Claire Jeanine
Satin can be accessed via: www.design-of-the-universe.com
www.rememberingjames.eu
A new blog entry published by Paolo Tonini: Il primo
libro d’artista della storia: Zang Tumb Tuuum di F.T.
Marinetti: http://touchingideas.blogspot.co.uk/2014/07/ilprimo-libro-dartista-della-storia.html
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From Reed Altemus, USA: I have reworked and updated
my website: it has a new structure and a lot of updated
content. Look for new performance videos, a downloadable
PDF of my performance scores and documents, an updated
visual poetry gallery and a page called Copy Shop where
you can purchase publications including the new CDR by
Unpopular Scientists. www.reedaltemus.org
RRB Photobooks: PHOTOBOOK BRISTOL. Blogs and
images from the weekend event that took place in June
2014. Blog reports on the events by:
Colin Pantall: http://colinpantall.blogspot.co.uk/2014/06/
photobook-bristol-weve-all-been-touched.html
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Thomas Wiegand (in German): www.hatjecantz.de/fotoblog
And there are more pictures taken by Sarah Preston:
http://bit.ly/1tqiZBl
www.rrbphotobooks.com

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

Available at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bookpub.htm
Back issues are also available at:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bookpub.htm
The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books
Vol 9, No 1 October 2014

Artist’s Book Yearbook 2014 - 2015
The ABYB is a biennial reference publication focusing on
international activity in the field of book arts. It serves
as a resource for artists, academics, students, collectors,
librarians, dealers, publishers and researchers, in fact
anyone interested in artists’ books.
The 2014-2015 edition has essays, interviews, contributions
and features on / by: Abigail Thomas, Reinhard Grüner,
Barbara Tetenbaum, Nathalia King, Tanya Peixoto, John
Bently, David Jury, Women’s Studio Workshop, Hansjorg
Mayer, Gustavo Grandal Montero and Eleanor Brown,
Linda Newington, Pete Kennedy, Angie Butler, Field Study,
Nathalia King, Barrie Tullett, Craig Atkinson, David Paton,
and more…
Reference information includes: collections, libraries,
archives, bookshops, galleries, centres, design print &
bind, publishers, dealers, presses, studios, competitions,
fairs, festivals and exhibitions, journals, reference books,
organisations, societies, projects, touring programmes and
courses. 207 national and international artists have also
listed their recent book works.
Artists’ pages / interventions by: Sara Elgerot, Stevie Ronnie,
Stephen Spurrier, Elizabeth Tonnard, Sylvia Waltering,
Michael Weller, Elizabeth Willow and Philippa Wood.
Cover design by Tom Sowden.
Published by Impact Press, UWE Bristol. ISBN 978-1906501-07-5, £15 (UK p&p) or £16 (international p&p).

Articles in the upcoming issue:
A Place Where Things Meet: Creative and Conceptual
Blending by Emma Robertson (Australia)
After midnight - The workings of the Two a.m. Press by Lisa
Wigham (UK)
Books about nothing by Amir Brito Cadôr (Brazil)
Futura Has Always Been The Future by Antonio Claudio
Carvalho (UK)
Reading Cabinet by Amador Perez (Brazil)
Research Residency in Artists’ Books at the Edinburgh College
of Art Library by Julie Johnstone (UK)
Artists’ pages by: Emily McVarish, Nathan Walker and
more… Cover, badge and sticker design by Molly Lemon.
Subscribe to both issues in Volume 9 today! £10 GBP
including UK or international postage, for Nos 1 and 2.
Current issues and back issues information at
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm or, order directly
from the online store: http://bit.ly/18Ha1oI
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Bukezine 17
Andrés Gatti

Running to the Edge
Julia Borissova

Participants in this issue include Cristina Sitja Araujo,
http://www.memoriadistante.blogspot.com
May 2014. Each issue: 13.7 x 21.5 cm. 40 pages. 6 USD plus
shipping costs. Images of the books can be viewed online at:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/digipops/
Contact: andreschile@vtr.net
Twitter: @AndrsGatti1

In this series I have concerned myself with the way that
history and memory are perceived through images.
I explore a way of creating content around the photos
through their physical presence as objects, connecting them
with natural elements, thus highlighting their temporality.

Removing ‘A’
Angela Thames

A book that suggests the letter ‘A’ is being removed from our
vocabulary due to its’ underuse in our digital age of texting.
The artist questions - “Do we need certain letters and can
our alphabet be reduced and once ‘A’ has been removed
will other letters follow?” All the text in this book has been
written without using the letter ‘A’. Size 12.5 x 12.5 cm,

9 pages, open edition, hard backed, Inkjet printed and spiral
bound each one signed by the artist. £15.00 plus P&P.
Copies available email: angela.thames@btinternet.com
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These flowers and petals mark the present, but at the same
time they are a very powerful vanitas symbol. Black-andwhite photographs ‘mean’ a different era; they are a visual
analogy of the idea of memory slipping away with time.
The concept of this work is fragility and disappearance.

In my work I turn to archival photos connected with the
Russian Revolution of 1917 and the first wave of emigration
after it. The people in the photographs are unknown to me.
I found these pictures and the diary at a flea market in St
Petersburg. I don’t refer to my memory but to the memory
of the nation. This memory is connected to the events
from Russian history. The idea was to create an atmosphere
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of general, unspecified mourning for anonymous people
through the medium of photography, the medium that is
traditionally valued for its claim to authenticity.
58 pages + 24 pages special section + 2 inserts, 21 x 16
cm, edition of 100, St. Petersburg, Russia 2014. Language:
Russian / English. Price: 60 Euros + shipping.
http://juliaborissova.ru/Julia_Borissova_PhotoSite/Books.
html For more information on the artist, or to order visit:
http://juliaborissova.ru

New titles from Café Royal Books:
Bristol 04.13
Craig Atkinson

Farbnamenlexikon von A bis Z
Claudia de la Torre

19.06.14, 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 200.
£5.00. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/
bristol-0413/
Glasgow Steamies
Allan Bovill

This piece is a selection of 50 colour definitions found in
the book Farbnamenlexikon von A bis Z. A colour lexicon,
edited in Germany and written by George Seuffert in 1950.
This book is an attempt to classify the subjectivity of what
a colour is. I chose 50 descriptions found in the book,
and selected 50 images from my archive according to the
colour descriptions contained in the book. The sound that
accompanies the work is the recorded voice of the selected
definitions. The viewer is free to decide which image
corresponds to which description.

29.05.14, 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 150.
£5.00. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/
glasgow-steamies/
Housing Estates 1979 - 1981
Stephen McCoy

6 prints on paper, each print: 42 x 119 cm; Box: 43 x 31 x 3.5
cm; CD with Farbnamenlexikon recording. 43 × 31 × 3 cm
Edition of 10 + 2AP. Price: $500. Available at: https://artsy.
net/artwork/claudia-de-la-torre-farbnamenlexikon-von-abis-z-box
Fur further information: Back Bone Books
www.claudiadelatorre.com
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03.07.14, 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 150.
£5.00. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/
housing-estates-1979---1981/

Manchester 42 Bus
Claire Atkinson

12.06.14, 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 150.
£5.00. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/
manchester-42-bus/
Modernist Revival
Jonathan Mortimer

22.05.14, 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 150.
£5.00. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/
modernist-revival/

£7.00. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/
social-landscapes-britain-in-the-1970s/
Ornithology
Dmitry Sayenko

At first glance people and birds are different. Where people
have noses and mouths, birds have beaks. People can easily
look forward whereas birds have to turn their heads in order
to do so. What is more, people cannot fly and it makes them
hopelessly envious of birds. On their part, birds envy people
as we can dress up and decorate ourselves; this is why birds
take different fragments of people’s clothes i.e. threads,
buttons, beads and brooches to their nests.

Ocean Beach Rhyl
Stephen Clarke

05.06.14, 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 150
£5.00. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/
ocean-beach-rhyl/
Social Landscapes - Britain in the 1970s
Tony Bock
10.07.14, 36 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 150.
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Nevertheless, their ability to fly, inaccessible to human
beings, has contributed to the air of loftiness about birds.
Their flight has always triggered imagination in humans,
so birds have always been symbols of nobility and vileness,
faithfulness and polygamy, intellect and stupidity, cruelty
and clemency. Yet, the natural behaviour of birds shares
many common traits with the behaviour of people.
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Photographer’.’ http://elisabethtonnard.com/2014/07/10/thephotographers-playbook/
The Photographer’s Playbook, 307 Assignments and Ideas.
Edited by Jason Fulford and Gregory Halpern, published
by Aperture, June 2014. http://aperture.org/shop/thephotographer-s-playbook-books
Two new publications from Field Study International:
ReSite – Manual of Scores, Manifestos & Radical Actions
No.8 Vol.2

Birds have all the vices and virtues people have. People and
birds are different, but in being envious of each other, they
are very much alike.
Edition of 15 numbered & signed copies, 2014. 15.8 х 25 x
2.5 cm (6,22”x9,843”x0,984” inches). Text: Dmitry Sayenko,
18 double pages with images printed on one side of the
paper. Total quantity of woodcuts: 22. Type: 20th Century
Medium Condensed ’18, Bodoni ’36. Handmade paper,
printing & binding by the artist. Cover: fabric on board,
image: colour woodcut on paper, special slipcase.
http://nikodimpress.blogspot.ru
For more detailed information, email:
nikodim-book@yandex.ru
nikodim-publish@mail.ru
Elisabeth Tonnard’s work is featured in a new publication:
The Photographer’s Playbook

Tweet Twoosh To A Nightingale to a friend, enlarge a flag,
record a Rural Scene or sign Fluxus - these are just some of
the actions you will find in the latest issue of ReSite. With
a cover inspired by Anthony Burgess’ A Clockwork Orange
and a piece in homage to Mary Richardson’s suffragette
action, this publication is a call to arms in a world in which
most of contemporary art has lost its radical edge.
ReSite is an assembling publication where pages have an
element of audience participation or interaction. ReSite is
part of the tradition of Fluxus editions where anyone can
perform an action or score. In addition to this performancebased approach, ReSite taps into the rich tradition of
the avant-garde with contributions of manifestos and
documentation of art actions.

‘The Photographer’s Playbook is out, published by Aperture.
It is a very enjoyable and well executed collection of
photography assignments, ideas, projects and anecdotes
from a huge variety of artists, edited by Jason Fulford
and Gregory Halpern. I contributed a conceptual piece
cloaked as an assignment. It is titled ‘The Death of the
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ReSite encourages participation by writers and musicians to
produce visual scores and manifestos as well as continuing
the call for contributions by conceptual artists. Please pass
on the word to anyone who would like to be in future issues.
David Dellafiora, June 2014

Site Workers: Alwina, UK • Vittore Baroni, Italy • Horst
Baur, China • John M. Bennett, USA • Angela Behrendt,
Germany • JF Chapelle, France • David Dellafiora, Australia
• Joaquin Gomez, Spain • Uli Grohmann, Germany • Susan
Hartigan, Australia • Magda Lagerwerf, The Netherlands
• Serse Luigetti, Italy • Sonja Benskin Mesher, UK • Peter
Müller, Germany • Andrew Maximilian Niss, Germany •
Cheryl Penn, South Africa • Lubomyr Tymkiv, Ukraine •
Kotun Viktor, Hungary • Daniele Virgilio, Italy.
Limited number of issues for sale for $25 US (includes
international P&P) email for details:
fluxusstudy@hotmail.com
Info at: http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.co.uk/2014/06/resiten08-vol2-is-here.html
KART Magazine Of Multiplicity

Issue 49 contributors: Australia: Helen Amyes • Robyn M
Fry • Lewis Heathcote • Teresa Lawrence • Liz McGrath
• Emma McLoughlin • Marianne Midelburg • Jiri Tibor
Novák • Zoe Snyder. Belgium: Thierry Tillier. Germany:
Angela Behrendt • Jürgen O. Olbrich • TICTAC. Italy:
Vittore Baroni • Serse Luigetti • Daniele Virgilio. Norway:
Torill Elisabeth Larsen. UK: Sonja Benskin Mesher. USA:
John M. Bennett • Ficus Strangulensis.
A limited number of KARTs are available for sale for $20 US
(includes international p&p) email for further details:
fluxusstudy@hotmail.com
Info at: http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.co.uk/2014/06/kart49-is-published.html
The Suggestion of Opulence
Gracia Haby & Louise Jennison

For our suite of George Balanchine inspired Ballet Imperial
collages, we have drawn upon, for our backdrop, the
splendours of a midnight nightscape to echo the jewel-like
costuming of the exquisite gold-dusted Mariinsky-blue tutus
designed by Hugh Colman. For the suggestion of opulence,
the grandeur of a palace, a cascade of precious stones both
uncut and polished, alongside the bright three-filter colour
film slides of Imperial Russia by photographer Sergei
Mikhailovich Prokudin-Gorskii. Playing with ideas of all
things recurring but taking new shape, nestled within these
collages, Russian jewellery and rare blooms “to make the
beautiful more beautiful”. We have included the dancing feet

The 49th issue of KART, an instant art collection in a box!
Published in the month of Queen Elizabeth II’s official
birthday, it’s only fitting to have the true Australian
monarch, Dame Edna Everage, on the cover.
KART magazine is an assembling publication created to
promote artistic and cultural diversity. KART is an ongoing
project with no deadlines, and work is accepted on a
continuing basis. KART is produced in limited editions of
40, each box containing works by 15 artists. This is a super
bumper issue with 20 makers contributing!
KART was displayed at the zine fair Tonerpalooza at
State Library of Victoria in June. KART is published as a
collaboration between Karingal Participate and Field Study
International. David Dellafiora (curator) June 2014
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of Juliet Burnett, Miranda Coney, Lucinda Dunn, Madeleine
Eastoe, Robyn Hendricks, and Amber Scott, amongst
others. All these things and more we have tied together in
giddy expectation as we count down the days until we see
Balanchine’s one act tribute to Saint Petersburg, Petipa,
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and Tchaikovsky. “See the music, hear the dance”. We’ve not
long now.

losing one’s cool, overdoing
it or otherwise dropping
the pretence of reception,
recognition, assimilation
[…] I’m talking about the
desire these books prompt
in me for an experience of
departure, perhaps one of
those “little precipitates of
language” that happened to
Derrida when he was on the
move.’ Sarah Wood, Oxford
Literary Review.

June, 2014. Digital print zine. Edition of 100. 10.5 x 15 cm,
28 page full-colour zine, hand-stitched with imperial blue
thread and a golden paper waistband wrapped around the
middle. This zine includes ten digital collages, all of which
were created for The Australian Ballet’s Behind Ballet blog
as part of Styling Ballet Imperial. $9 AUD. All zines are
wrapped in an envelope with cardboard insert to ensure
arrival of a smooth zine to your door. Available at:
http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zine-thesuggestion-of-opulence
Nuit Noir
Louise Jennison
Joining The Suggestion of Opulence on stage, and having also
made its debut at Tonerpalooza, a festival of zines presented
by Sticky Institute and the State Library of Victoria, is
Louise’s Nuit Noir. This zine features pencil and watercolour
drawings of a Pied Heron (Ardea picata); a Black-headed
Gull (Chroicocephalus ridibundus); an Australian Magpie
(Cracticus tibicen); a White-winged Chough (Corcorax
melanorhamphos); and a Pied Currawong (Strepera
graculina). June, 2014. Digital print zine. Edition of 100. 21
x 30 cm (folded to 7.5 x 10.5 cm in proportion), B&W zine.

With Lucia Farinati, and
a foreword by Forbes
Morlock. Designed by Christos Lialios. ISBN 978 618 80384
7 9. £18.50. CUBEARTEDITIONS 2014.
cubearteditions.com/_books/Cavernous_Defile_1.html
Domobaal, 3 John Street, London WC1N 2ES, UK
domobaal.com

Nuit Noir is available through our online store for $2.00
(AUD). All zines are wrapped in an envelope with
cardboard insert to ensure arrival of a smooth zine to your
door. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zine-nuitnoire

Toponym began as two texts and two images, in which
there appeared the possibility of a narrative. Language and
image shift playfully between technical, poetic, scientific,
and archival registers, eschewing the conventional divisions
between documentary and fiction, scholarship and authorial
invention. ISBN 9781908260147. For more information see:
http://www.lemonmelon.org/index.php/preview/toponymlia-naama-ten-brink/

Freud on Holiday Volume IV
A Cavernous Defile – Part I
Sharon Kivland
‘Sharon Kivland invites us to go on Holiday, with Freud: up
mountains, we walk; through streets, along the lake. We pick
mushrooms. We go on adventures. Sometimes, we lose our
way home. We digress. Interweaving meticulous historical
research, Kivland’s own retracing of Freud’s steps and her
personal memories, this is a creative reimagining not just
of Freud on Holiday, but of the nature of biography itself.
Poignant, evocative, passionate – this is a dream of a book.’
Steve Pile, The Open University.
‘The relaxed tone of the Freud on Holiday series smuggles
in an unsuspected intensity that is difficult to get at without
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Forthcoming from LemonMelon this September:
Toponym
Lia Na’ama ten Brink
LemonMelon 2014

New publications from NERO:
The Artist As A Cabdriver. A Methodological Journey with
Jeff Perkins, Professional Outsider
Johanna Viprey
The Artist As A Cabdriver, a methodological journey with
Jeff Perkins, professional outsider is published in conjunction
with Die Young or Stay Pretty, a research project in progress
developed by the artist Johanna Viprey with the Istituto
Svizzero in Milan as part of a cycle titled Artist Laureate.
Over the last two years Viprey has worked on the archives
of the American performer painter and documentary

filmmaker Jeff Perkins, a “professional outsider”, as Viprey
defines him, a self-taught talent who never found space
for himself and his artistic practice in that same scene. For
twenty years Perkins worked as a taxi driver in New York.

From 1990 to 2000 he recorded his conversations with the
passengers, after asking them for permission to do so. In the
book Johanna Viprey narrates the encounter that has led her
to investigate the personal history of Perkins and his figure
from an anthropological perspective. If his work was born
outside the contemporary art system, how can this material
be inserted in that very circuit? Why would an artist decide
to present the work of another artist and to rediscover
his archive?
Published by NERO. Edition of 500 copies, 2014. 23 x 15
cm. Price: 15 Euro plus shipping.
http://www.neromagazine.it/n/?page_id=14887
Trouble Academy
After Howl
Trouble Academy documents the work of After Howl,
the Master Studio in sculptural practice at ERG, École
de Recherche Graphique in Brussels, through a visual
collection of photographs, notes and miscellaneous
prints. Wondering whether “being educated” still means
something, this publication gives some elements to create
the architecture of a new school.

Published by NERO, with the contribution of the Centre
d’Art Bastille, Grenoble. Edition of 500 copies, 2014. 12 x 17
cm. Price: 15 Euro plus shipping.
http://www.neromagazine.it/n/?page_id=14837
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Draft Score For an Exhibition
Pierre Bal-Blanc
Draft Score For An Exhibition is both a book and an
exhibition conceived by Pierre Bal Blanc, director of the
CAC Brétigny. The book documents an oral presentation
given by Pierre Bal-Blanc to a jury of professionals in 2010,
as part of his application to curate the 7th Berlin Biennale.
Devised as an exhibition in several acts, the session adheres
to the rules of a score performed by its author or by a
third party.

The exhibition has been presented at Le Plateau, Paris;
Secession, Vienna; CAC Brétigny; Institut Français du
Portugal, Lisbon; Artissima Art Fair, Turin and Index The Swedish Contemporary Art Foundation, Stockholm.
Besides offering the reader the opportunity to examine
the documentation of the previous performances, the
book is meant to be an actual score to be performed by any
potential reader.
Published by NERO. Edition of 500 copies, 2014.
12 x 21 cm. Price: 12 Euro plus shipping.
http://www.neromagazine.it/n/?page_id=14881
NewLights Press has just released two new chapbooks,
numbers 2 & 3 in the 2014 Say Hello to Your Last
Chapbook! Series:
The first is CJ’s Half / Julia’s Half, featuring poems by CJ
Martin and an essay excerpt by Julia Drescher:

CJ’s Half / Julia’s Half
Say Hello to Your Last Chapbook! 2014, No. 2
Poems by CJ Martin & and essay Julia Drescher  
40 pages, saddle stapled dos-a-dos binding, 7” x 5.25”
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(closed). Laser printed interior, cover letterpress printed
from lead type, chipboard collagraphs and unfixed vinyl
strip collagraphs. Variable edition of 100, 2014. $8 (plus
shipping). You can view images of the book, read about the
authors and purchase a copy here: http://newlightspress.
blogspot.com/2014/07/say-hello-to-your-last-chapbook-cj.
html#.U76lWKiVuyw
And the second book is Alexis, Oren & Sara’s Halves, with
poems from Alexis Almeida, Oren Silverman and Sara
Renee Marshall:

New from Redfoxpress:
Venice – Fading Away
Polaroid Books - Franticham’s Impossible Polaroid
Madness
Image transfers from expired Polaroid pack films (125,
669, 679). Photographs taken by Franticham in Venice
in February-March 2014 with Polaroid Land Automatic
cameras during a stay at the Emily Harvey Foundation.

Alexis, Oren & Sara’s Halves
Say Hello to Your Last Chapbook! 2014, No. 3   
Poems by Alexis Almedia, Oren Silverman & Sara Renee
Marshall  

36 pages, saddle stapled pamphlet. 7” x 5.25” (closed). Laser
printed interior, cover letterpress printed from lead type
and chipboard collagraphs. Edition of 100, 2014. $8 (plus
shipping). And again, images, author bios and the Paypal
button directly through this link: http://newlightspress.
blogspot.com/2014/07/say-hello-to-your-last-chapbookalexis.html#.U76lXqiVuyw

40 pages, 2014, 14x19 cm. Inkjet on BFK Rives 210gsm.
A signed edition of 169 copies. 45 Euros / 60 US $ / 38 GBP.
You can order by email at info@redfoxpress.com
or with Paypal at: http://www.redfoxpress.com/
polaroidvenicepainting.html
Also from Redfoxpress: “C’est mon Dada” Number 88
Silent Work, Sam Flowers (Germany)

Book Jacket
Otto
Visual poetry / Collages and rubberstamping. A6 format 40 pages - laser printing. Thread and quarter cloth binding.
July 2014. 15 euro / 20 US $ / 13 GBP, order your copy with
Paypal at http://www.redfoxpress.com/FH-venice.html
or by email at info@redfoxpress.com
So Multiples N° 6 is now available for free download.
Multiples, multiplication et multiculturel: le numérique à
l’œuvre

A screenprinted artist’s book in orange and green, on offwhite card, wearable as a jacket (ornamental), size folded
14 x 21 cm. The text on the back is a guide on what to wear
if you are a book applying to a library. £15.00.
http://www.ottographic.co.uk/media/books.html
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In this issue:
Editorial: Le multiple artistique à l’ère numérique, Isabelle
Rieusset-Lemarié
So Multiples? Oui, Mais Comment? Art, artisanat et
industries dans la culture numérique, Norbert Hillaire
Click, Swipe, Download, Share – Digital Artists’ Publishing,
Tom Sowden
The Story of the Typewriter: Paul Auster and His Writing
Machine, Evija Trofimova

Ecart, Ivan Fayard
Musées virtuels: expérience esthétique ou valeur
documentaire?, Suzanne Beer
Les Multiples de Memento Mori, Léna Goarnisson
Espaces urbains augmentés, d’une ville collective et partagée
à une ville individuelle et toujours renouvelée, Frédérique
Entrialgo & Ronan Kerdreux
Images-souvenirs. Accès et formes de visibilité accordés aux
images vernaculaires sur la Toile, Florent Di Bartolo
Kiss and fly, Carole Brandon
Uses of FaceTime and video calls: Multiple approaches and
exhibition, Jacques Ibanez-Bueno, Melinda Levin, Susan
Squires & Jenny Vogel

So Multiples N° 6, 2014. Montage: Marc Veyrat, Rudy Rigoudy.
Images: Take a look around, Rudy Rigoudy.

You can download the entire issue or individual articles at:
http://www.so-multiples.com/la-revue/so-multiples-n6
From Jaume Rocamora: Four new prototypes of artists’
books by the Spanish artist Jaume Rocamora were exhibited

earlier this summer at the invitation of Artsurprice, in
‘ExtraSchicht’, in the Ruhr area of Germany, the books are in
progress. Please contact the artist for more information at:
jrocamorac@gmail.com
Stoney Road Press announces the publication of The Dead
The Dead is a limited edition handmade book, reproducing
the original 1914 text of Joyce’s short story, together with
hand printed illustrations by the American graphic artist
Robert Berry. It is co-published by Stoney Road Press
and the James Joyce Centre, to mark the centenary of the
publication of Dubliners.
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‘The Dead’, the final and longest story of James Joyce’s
collection Dubliners, is recognised as one of the most
accomplished short stories in the English language and
stands as a deft, subtle portrait of everyday life in turn-ofthe-century Dublin.
Unfolding over an evening in early January 1904, the story
takes as its subject the epiphanic revelations of Gabriel
Conroy. The tale also presents an affectionate portrait of
the social life of Joyce’s city, presenting an unforgettable
cast of characters who have gathered at 15 Ushers Island
for the Misses Morkan’s annual musical gathering.
Following the party Gabriel and his wife Gretta retire to
the Gresham Hotel. Peering out at the snow through a
window of the hotel, Gabriel is faced with the realisation
that the shallowness of his feelings for his wife have been
overshadowed by the ghostly presence of her former
sweetheart Michael Furey. The scene is both a beautiful
rendering of one man’s spiritual awakening and a significant
moment which deepens the structural unity of a collection
concerned with the moral and metaphysical paralysis of
a people.
Released one hundred years ago this year, Joyce struggled to
have his collection published over nine years, submitting the
book eighteen times to a total of fifteen publishers. Writing
to the book’s eventual publisher Grant Richards in 1906,
Joyce stated that his intention was “to write a chapter of
the moral history of my country and I chose Dublin for the
scene because that city seemed to be the centre of paralysis.”
This is perhaps best articulated in the masterful ‘The Dead’.
“His soul swooned slowly as he heard the snow falling faintly
through the universe and faintly falling, like the descent of
their last end, upon all the living and the dead.”
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London from Foyles (Charing Cross Road), ICA Bookshop,
Magma, Volte Face, 20 Storey (Brixton) Tate Modern, or to
order at: http://www.samwinston.com/information/shop
Channel and Flow by Sarah McDermott
Women’s Studio Workshop
Channel and Flow documents an attempt to follow a stream
on its path through a dense suburban neighbourhood. It
uses the structure of the book’s page turns and foldouts
to represent how the stream has been contained and
fragmented by the built environment.

The book is limited to 150 copies and is letterpress printed
by hand on a Swiss proofing press. The illustrations are hand
drawn by the artist and transferred to letterpress plates and
each one is then hand printed with the text.
The paper is 250gsm cotton rag and the book is hand bound
by Antiquarian Bookcrafts in Dublin and presented with
a matching slipcase. This unique book was published 15th
June 2014. The price is 1,250 euros. For further details
please contact Stoney Road Press:
mail@stoneyroadpress.com
www.stoneyroadpress.com/books/the-dead/
A Dictionary Story
Sam Winston

Following two sell out limited editions, Dictionary Story,
by Sam Winston, finally makes its début as a trade edition.
This joyful homage to the dictionary imagines what happens
when a disgruntled dictionary dramatically brings her
words to life - creating beautiful illustrations across its
pages. Dictionary Story is a completely re-imagined version
of the dictionary, a visual love story to letters and a unique
and original new fiction. 2014.
160 x 210 mm, 15 pages, 3 x concertina folded sections in
plastic wallet. ISBN 9780956458322, £15.00, available in
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Bound in a modified long-stitch format. Letterpress printed
and screenprinted with hand-made paper covers. 52
pages. Edition of 50, 2014. $365. Available at: http://www.
wsworkshop.org/artists-books/new-artists-books-fromwsw/
Ying-Chieh Liu – two new artists’ books
Two books of collages and drawings, made with masking
tape, gel pens and rapidograph, about delicious food and
drink in Taiwan.

Edition of 50 copies, May 2014 (4th edition), handnumbered, full-colour digital offset printing by HP indigo
5000, saddle-stich binding, inner page: 80gsm white ecofriendly light weight paper, cover: 200gsm metallic paper,
A5 size, 48 pages.
9.99 USD plus shipping. More info at: liuyingchieh.com
Or email: liuyingchieh@gmail.com

REPORTS & REVIEWS
KALEID 2014 London
Report by Anna Castleton Simmons
Arts PR London
KALEID 2014 London, Europe’s preeminent independent
artist’s book exhibition, saw the launch of Liane Lang’s
first artists’ book this July. KALEID editions’ inaugural
art commission, Amnesiac Patina (below) is a sculptural
original photobook, incorporating patinated bronze resin
casting and previously unseen photographic works.
Liane Lang, photograph: Marx and Engels

Liane Lang, Amnesiac Patina maquette

Strikingly ambitious and timely, Lang’s work examines
Communist monuments and acts of political iconoclasm;
her photographs of sculptural figures relocated in Budapest’s
Memento Sculpture Park show interventions with life-like
body casts made in the artist’s studio. The book cover’s
sculptural plaque inset, hand-cast in patinated bronze resin,
references the Workers’ Militia Demonstration (Munkásőr
demonstráció, 1973), a shallow relief depicting lines of
faceless soldiers which now remains forgotten in the park.
Presented as eight diptychs, the inner pages are archival
pigment prints featuring photographs of Communist
figures posed with Lang’s dolls on location or re-modelled
in miniature, permitting an intimate engagement with
otherwise forbiddingly large and injurious objects. The
omnipotent and intimidating dictator is diminished to the
scale of a paperweight, gently ridiculing the hubris of the
mighty in the face of their decline.
The artist’s preoccupation with the iconography of political
public sculpture began in childhood and her ongoing
expansive photography project, which Amnesiac Patina
draws upon, captures monuments celebrating now fallen
ideologies. The current political climate in Ukraine and
along Russia’s borders throws new light on the significance
of Lang’s artistic interventions, demonstrating the power
of public sculpture to continually shift in meaning and
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perception. Lang comments: “The interesting thing about
working with the deposed monuments is that their status
and associations can change according to what’s happening
in the world. Where previously monumental Communist
statues were looked at with certain nostalgia, now they have
new associations to do with imperial ambitions. The way the
figure in sculpture is used and abused is different to other
kinds of objects and images, it is treated as proxy human, a
physical manifestation of the person depicted.”
Lang revealed: “This is my first artist’s book and I’ve
enjoying the process of bringing together the textural
sculptural element of my work and the photographic into
one object. The sequential and contained format of the book
broadened my way of thinking, creating new narratives and
conceptual connections within my practice. It’s been an
exciting process.”
KALEID 2014 London offers an invitation to explore the
expansive field of artists’ books, including performance,
photography, video, printmaking, drawing, painting and
sculpture and the annual exhibition took place this year on
19 July, revealing this year’s selection of the most interesting
Europe-based “artists who do books”.

Jane Grisewood, Dancing with Sirius: lines of light
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An open secret amongst art buyers, KALEID London is
known by the art collecting cognoscenti as the definitive
platform to see the best new European artists’ books
at an international networking event and an exclusive
opportunity to purchase works by emerging artists. Victoria
Browne explains “the exhibition focuses on the form of the
book as an interdisciplinary activity, combining visual arts
with traditional book arts, contemporary ideas and new
technology.”

Monica Alcazar-Duarte, Your Photographs Could Be Used By
Drug Dealers

David Senior, Artists’ Books Bibliographer at MoMA New
York, says of the event “KALEID London is an impressive
initiative to exhibit and distribute a broad selection of
artists’ publications - providing a new platform for the
flourishing genre of self-published work of European based
visual artists and graphic designers.”

Tim Smyth, Defective Carrots

Elizabeth James, Senior Librarian and Artists’ Books
Bibliographer at the revered National Art Library, Victoria
and Albert Museum, comments “William Morris, Pablo
Picasso, Sonia Delaunay, Ed Ruscha, Anselm Kiefer: many
of the greatest modern artists and designers have excelled
themselves in the book format. The book offers artists
sculptural and temporal formats, collaborative stimulus,
and the opportunity to reach an audience in a particularly
intimate way. KALEID editions make a real contribution
to the arts by encouraging today’s artists and designers to
‘do books’, in awareness both of the great tradition and of
the now. It carefully fosters appreciation, distribution and
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conversation among artists, critics and collectors, private
and institutional. Far from killing the book, the digital
information has made it exciting. People want to mix with
books in real space. KALEID 2014 is especially valuable
in mixing work from across Europe into the British scene,
selected for conceptual strength and excellence of making.”
KALEID 2014 London director Victoria Browne explains:
‘“KALEID editions’ dedicated representation and
international success over the past five years has recently
been endorsed by Arts Council England, enabling the
exciting development of a new collection of contemporary
books by high profile artists. We’ve been working with Liane
Lang over the past four months to create Amnesiac Patina,
an ambitious sculptural photobook of archival pigment
prints featuring a patinated bronze resin plaque. I commend
Lang for her creative dexterity, intellectual rigor and
commitment to the project; working on a series of complex
sculptural maquettes between exhibiting at the Musée des
Beaux Arts Calais and a prestigious residency award in New
York.”
In just three years the curated showcase has built a name
as the primary exhibition for the most exciting new work
in artists’ books, through the stature of the illustrious
international judging panel and director Victoria Browne,
in addition to the stellar trajectory of artists selected in
previous years, which has given the show an international
reputation.

Peter Rapp, Pole Dancing: Degrees of Deviance in Urban
Landscapes

Previous KALEID London exhibitors include: Dutch
artist Sigrid Calon, whose work To the extend of / \ | & has
subsequently been purchased by some of the world’s most
notable public collections and has recently exhibited with
Tauba Auerbach in Paris; Katherine Jones RE, a British
printmaker artist, whose artist’s book Bubble High was
selected for The Royal Academy’s Summer Exhibition and
whose work has been acquired by prestigious US libraries
including the Boston Athenaeum; Indian artist Meghana
Bisineer, who was awarded a residency at the National
Poetry Library and whose work Light Water Glass was

shortlisted for the Jerwood Drawing Prize 2013. KALEID
editions has been awarded eight Birgit Skïold Memorial
Trust Prizes for Excellence in Artists’ Books since 2010.
The judging panel comprises: David Senior, Bibliographer,
MoMA Library, New York, USA; Elizabeth James, Senior
Librarian, National Art Library, V&A Museum, London,
UK; and Sofie Dederen Director, Frans Masereel Centrum,
Kasterlee, Belgium.

The project continued with an invitation to other book
makers, 16 in all both national and international who
displayed their work in the House of the Dragoman
(Ottoman translator) - The House of Hadjigeorgakis
Kornesios, in Old Nicosia, Cyprus from 16th May –
28th June 2014.

KALEID 2014 London took place at The Art Academy in
Borough, the historical quarter of Chaucer, on the site of
Marshalsea Prison and in the shadow of The Shard.
KALEID Editions will be appearing at the Whitechapel
Art Book Fair this autumn, where Lang’s Amnesiac Patina
will officially launch. Liane Lang’s commissioned work
Amnesiac Patina is a limited edition of thirty-five artist’s
books, commissioned by KALEID editions, 2014. It is an
archival tome with plaque inset, cast in patinated bronze
resin, enclosing sixteen photographs laid out as eight
diptychs, pigment printed on Bockingford Fine Art paper
190g. The artworks examine Communist monuments and
acts of political iconoclasm through photographs taken
of sculptural figures relocated in Budapest’s Memento
Sculpture Park which show interventions with life-like
body casts made in the artist’s studio.
www.kaleideditions.com
James Joyce & Company Exhibition in Cyprus
A report from Ruth Keshishian, Lefkosia/Nicosia, Cyprus

The project began in April with three performances. Five
invited artist participants placed their bookworks parallel
to a dance event, at the Dance House. Arianna Economou
performed an hour’s solo dance Po-ta-mo-ro-hoe/ Riverrun
inspired by her reading of the Greek translation of Joyce’s
Finnegans Wake, and brought in his daughter Lucia Joyce,
who had taken up dancing during the years that her father
was writing his work in progress.
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The invited artists were: Horst Weierstall (Germany/Cyprus)
Greg Deftereos (Australia) Marlen Karletidou (Cyprus)
Charitsa Mouyiasi (Cyprus) Andrew Bever (UK) Andriana
Nikolaidou (Cyprus) Effie Nicolaou (Cyprus) Elizabeth
Hoak-Doering (USA/Cyprus) Despina Papacharalambous
(Cyprus) Sumi Perera (Sri Lanka/UK) Mary Plant (Cyprus)
Kyrillos Sarris (Cyprus/Greece) Elida Tessler (Brazil)
Hourig Torossian (Cyprus) Anne Glynnis Fawkes (USA)
Eftychia Hadjiloizou (Cyprus).

The Greek translation of James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake
appeared on the market at the end of 2013. Eleftherios
Anevlavis had devoted seven years of his life working on
the monumental piece of writing and making it accessible
to the reader. Interestingly, this exhibition took place in
the mansion of a distinguished translator, dragoman Hadjigeorgakis Kornesios (1750-1809).
James Joyce (1882-1941) had taken seventeen years to shape
his literary work which was released in May 1939. Joyce
with his family, had moved to Paris in the early twenties,
and with the tremendous encouragement given to him on
the release of his book Ulysses, he continued with his new
writing which he preferred to describe as Work in Progress,
before he gave it its final title Finnegans Wake.
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Catalogue of the exhibition at Palazzo Collicola Arti Visive,
Spoleto, 23 June – 26 August 2012 and at Christophe
Daviet-Thery, Paris, 26 October – 20 December 2012.
Edited by Christophe Daviet-Thery and Jérôme SaintLoubert Bié. Essays: “Do Androids Dream about Kindles”
by Vincent Pécoil, “American/English” by Yann Sérandour.
Bibliographical notes: Francine Delaigle. Design: Jérôme
Saint-Loubert Bié

In the making of their artists’ books and installations, the
sixteen artists participating in this exhibition, chose either a
work by James Joyce, or works that inspired him throughout
his writing career, or works of fellow writers he met whilst
living in Paris. These texts inspired the choice of the
exhibition title, James Joyce & Company.
Although built upon very old traditions, the artist’s book
has finally emerged as distinct from any of its contributing
antecedents. While sculpture, painting, printmaking or
photography have longer histories, the artist’s book is a new
hybrid, similar to film and the video, attracting individuals
from all disciplines who have found multiple ways to realise
the concept of the museum or the gallery, within a book
form. The exhibition project was supported by the Embassy
of Ireland and the Department of Antiquities.
Ruth Keshishian, Moufflon Bookshop, Lefkosia/Nicosia,
Cyprus. http://www.moufflon.com.cy
STOP PRESS!
Christophe Daviet-Thery has the pleasure to present its
following new edition Bibliothèque d’un amateur. Richard
Prince’s Publications 1981-2014
This book is not a catalogue raisonné, it instead takes a look
at the library of an amateur, an excuse to comprehend this
aspect of Richard Prince’s work which encompasses books
and the question of the collection and its incompleteness,
revealed here by the ‘ghosts’ of the missing books.Richard
Prince is an avid collector of books, an obsessive one.
This fervour is visible in The Good Life or American/English,
where he photographs covers of books from his collection,
reducing the book to an image, a simple surface.
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Bibliothèque d’un amateur. Richard Prince’s Publications
1981-2014. Christophe Daviet-Thery, Jérôme Saint-Loubert
Bié (Eds.). &: Christophe Daviet-Thery. VIAINDUSTRIAE
publishing. 1 volume - 208pp, illustrations in colour, 16 x
11.5 cm. Edition of 1000 copies. Price: 25 Euros.
Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Editions d’Artistes
Tel : + 33(0)1 53 79 05 95 www. daviet-thery.com
davietthery.wordpress.com
Enitharmon Editions Summer Offer | Gilbert & George
To celebrate the opening of Gilbert & George’s exhibition
of new work SCAPEGOATING PICTURES for London at
the White Cube, London, we are offering a special price on
our book projects Side by Side (2013) £40 and The World of
Gilbert & George (2001) £20. To place your order,
call the office on +44 (0) 20 7430 0844 or email
natalie@enitharmon.co.uk quoting ref. ‘GG OFFER’.
www.enitharmon.co.uk
UWE Bristol Exhibitions - Please note that due to
building works, exhibitions are on display in room OC4
at Bower Ashton until October 2014. Opening hours
term time: Monday - Friday 10am - 4.30pm. Please check
before travelling as opening hours vary during vacation
periods and bank holidays. Tel: 0117 328 4915 or email:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
NEXT DEADLINE: 15TH SEPTEMBER FOR THE
OCTOBER 2014 NEWSLETTER
If you have news, please email items for the BAN to:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk Please supply any images as
good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk | Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

